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Hi Emnetu, 
 
I hope all is well since we talked. I have been 
thinking to send you an email since then. I 
checked out your web site right then. To say 
I'm impressed with your work and 
dedication would be an understatement. 
WOW! It's really a great thing that you 
documented everything. I like how direct 
and to the point you are :-). 
  
Warm regards to your family. Take care! 

Love, 

Lily Asmellash 

San Jose, California 
 
 
 
 

 

Hi Emnetu 

Thanks for the educational web site. I hope 
that many will be able to use the site to learn 
more about Eritrea.If I am allowed to 
comment on the choice of the name, I would 
have said that it would be more easy to get 
hits from Google if you use the word Eritrea 
with Emnetu, for instance 

Emnetu’s Eritrea website. Otherwise I really 
appreciate for the good job you have done 
Emnetu and I am proud of you. 

 Med vennlig hilsen   

Mordu Stefanos 
Senior Ingeniør 
 

 

Selam Emnetu, 

It is good to see your long time efforts 
documented in such a way. 
 
Best regards,  

Alem Tewelde 
Stavanger, Norway 

 

 
 
Re: my website 
 
Hi, Dear Emnetu thanks for e-mail & your 
website. CONGURATULATIONS ! have a nice 
evening. God bless you. I will write you 
more. 
 
with best regards 
Mengs Hagos 
Oslo, Norway 
 

 

Hi ! Emnetu først vil jeg si gratulere for 
website (www.emnetu.com) det var veldig 
god og interessant arbeid. jeg har lest noen 
av det og jeg kommer til å lese. slik at jeg 
kan lære mer av det.  vi er stolt av deg. 
 
Hilsen 
Abraham Berhe 
Stavanger, Norway 

 

Hei Emnetu 

Gratulerer med websiden. Jeg er sikker på at 
dette skal være et vellykket prosjekt. Jeg skal 
prøve å bidra i prosjektet ditt. 

Hilsen, 
Mussie Dagnew (Esayas) 
 

 



 

 

From: kidanemehary@hotmail.com 
 
Brother Emnetu. How do you do. Hoping you 
are doing well. I have been visiting your web, 
it is a wonderful job. It is not an easy work to 
collect a lot of documents for the last three 
decades, please allow me to call this work, a 
masterpiece. 
 
Let me be brutally honest I am very proud to 
have you as a friend and brother God Bless 
You 
 
Kidane Mehary 
Oslo, Norway 
 

 

Hei Emnetu. 
 
Endelig har du fått din website. Jeg skjønner 
at du har jobbet mye med dette, og jeg synes 
det er imponerende og lese. Dokumentet er 
svært omfattende, så det tar nok litt tid før 
jeg får sett skikkelig igjennom det. 
Lykke til, og vi snakkes snart. 
  
Mvh 
Taabi Abraha 
Stavanger, Norway 
 
 
 
 

 

Habteab Misgina Hambir2002 
 
Emnetu hawey congratulation to you. I have 
seen your website and appreciated your 
work very much. I run out of words to 
explain flood of the feelings I experienced 
while reading your projects. You are the 
pride of the family and time well spent  
Congratulation.  I will email you soon 
though. So proud of you!  Habteab, Akberet, 
Neamen and Naomi. 
 
South Africa 
 

 

Dear Emnetu,  
 
Very good talking with you today. 
Congratulations with a great web site! You 
have saved so many documents from the 
past from getting lost. Clearly it 
demonstrates your broad and deep 
engagement, and the significance you had 
for the liberation of Eritrea.  
 
Frank Bakke Dr. 
Phoenix, Arizona 
 

 
 

Berhane Woldemichael  
23. mai  
 
Hi again Emnetu 
I read it and what an excellent work!! I am 
really proud of you Emnetu and keep it up!! 
 
Cheers, 
Berhane 

 

Ezra Gebremedhin  
  
22. mai  

How very exciting and gratifying Emnetu. 
Congratulations on your progress. 

God bless your continued efforts 

Ezra 

  
 

mailto:kidanemehary@hotmail.com


 

 

Hi Emnetu, 
 
Hope your family and yourself are doing 
well. Ezana told me that you are now in 
Turkey. It is good country to visit and I hope 
you are enjoying it.  
 
I read your great contribution for Eritrea. 
You have done a lot and I am happy that you 
decided to share your great experiences and 
contributions over the last few decades. I 
read several sections, letters, especially 
articles you had published in magazines, 
daily papers, weekly’s etc. In particular I 
liked the long letter you wrote to your friend 
in Israel published in the Jerusalem Post. 
 
Great work and well written also//// 
Take care// and have a nice time// 
 
Eyassu Habtegabr 
Flint, Michigan 
 
 
 

 
from:  
"ayemane@mymts.net"  
To:  
comments@emnetu.com 

Selam Emnetu, 

I just want to commend you for preserving 
all this historical documents and making 
them available to all .. I believe this website 
and other personal memoirs (ex Tekie 
Beyene’s book Req-hifinti) would greatly 
assist the coming generations to get a more 
complete understanding of Eritrean history 
of 1970s to 1990s. Adding more captions to 
your picture collection would make them 
even more valuble. 

Amanuel Yemane 

Winnipeg, Canada 

 

 

 
Hello Emnetu 
 
Thanks for your mail. 
I have just seen your website, it looks to 
be well-organized. I hope one day when I 
have more time I will read it all through. 
Anyway, now I want to say to you: " 
congratulations for your achievements ". 
 
Take care of yourself. Until we meet 
again 
 
Bye 
John Stefanos 

<stefanosjohn@yahoo.com> 
 
 

 
September 4, 2014 6:31 PM,  
<ennati@hotmail.com> wrote:  
 
Salamat brother Emnetu, 
  
Pls. be informed that i received the book of 
Bahta Hagos and i would like to thank you so 
much and really i appreciate your 
cooperation, at the same time i would like to 
convey best regards and greetings on behalf 
of my friend Mohamed Adem who is liveing 
in Kuwait. once again thank you so much ( 
tack så mycket ). 
 
  
Osman Mohamed Nour Ennati. 
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Hello Emnetu T. :)  
 
So glad to hear from you dear Emnetu T. Yes, it has been 
quite a long time since I heard from you last. Well, well, well 
- dear Emnetu T. it was with so much interest and surprise 
that I hurried up to see your website. 
Apparently, so much is out there that we don't know about. 
I never knew you were this active with the Eritrean 
movement. The Unsung heroes! are people like you! There 
may be others too - however many, that we may never hear 
about or from. 
Yes, it was a wonderful idea that you finally decided to come 
out and share it all - for no one will do it for you otherwise. 
This will hopefully shed some light to all, that there were 
some real fighters outside the field, who lived and breathed 
the movement. 
Many forfeited their education to earn money and support 
the movement, and many languished in the prisons of the 
enemy. Some of us were tortured and bled profusely for the 
same reason.  
The irony of it all is - that we are all forgotten and they are 
the only ones who fought the battle. They are the liberators 
and we are the crusaders. 
Dear Emnetu Tesfai; I still have to make time and digest it all; 
but on the outset it is a must visit website. Better yet, I 
suggest that you write a book about all that you have done 
and about all the things you know. It is history that must be 
told. I knew Tsehaie (Dr), Bereket's brother - such a brilliant 
young man who disappeared long before his time. 
BTW: I never knew you were a member of mahber Showate. 
:) I was too. Debesay Ghebresselasie was my chief and I had 
seven others under me, until finally I was taken away from 
my school and put in jail and pictured at that young age. 
Besides I was imprisoned and tortured for almost one year in 
Addis. Will talk more later. 
Good hearing from you Emnetu T. and keep in-touch - for I 
will. BTW; it is well written too - Bravo Emnetu!  
Note: please let me know if I can share this with other 
friends. 
Thank you, 
Hawka Tesfai Tsehaie. 
Jefferson city, Missouri 
 
 

 

Emnetu and Family 
  
I am very happy you are all 
in good situation, because 
the news about Oslo was 
frightening. 
 
I have received your Email 
and we have to continue our 
contact in order to keep our 
information updated. 
 
I am very happy you have 
opened your website, I have 
visited the website and 
although I have not 
completed it, so far I am 
really impressed with its 
design and presentation. 
 
All the hard work you have 
done for so many years is 
great and the most 
important thing you have 
done is also to record them.  
 
Well done Emnetu, your 
hard work can be good 
example and I believe that 
others will follow it soon. 
 
CONGRATULATION 
 
Best wish 
Mesfin Tsehaye 
London, UK 
 
 

 



 

 

"Woldeyohannes" <woldeyo@bluewin.ch> 
 
To: comments@emnetu.com 
 
Subject: acknowledgment 
 
Date: Aug 26, 2004 05:44 
 
 
I was very glad to hear from you after so long 
time. I have come to look at your site. It was 
wonderful. 
 
I was impressed by your contribution to our 
beloved country. Keep the moral high. Do not 
expect anything from anybody. The fact that you 
contributed something should give you 
satisfaction. Remember that everybody has 
more or less contributed, with the exception of 
few. Many have contributed with material 
 
at various levels and many more have paid with 
their lives. That was history of people and not 
individual. The reward was Independence. 
 
 
Other rights have to be won through hard work. 
In time of war, people get together. In peace 
time, people come with different opinions. 
 
 
That is the fruit of Independence in my opinion. I 
stand to be corrected if I am wrong. I have open 
mind. 
 
Warm greetings to your family and others that 
ask after us. 
 
Yours, 
 
Bereket Woldeyohannes 
Geneva, Switzerland 
 

 
 
"alga zewoldi" <azewoldi@yahoo.com> 
 
 

Greetings Emnetu! 

 

 

It was really a great opportunity and a 

pleasure to talk to you after so many 

years. I am back home in Houston, USA 

now and I just reviewed your wonderful 

website. I saw many people from the 

good old days and it brought warm 

memories of our days especally in 

Menedefer and Gondar. 

 

I also got to learn of the many events you 

were involved in and it was quite 

uplifting to realize how much hard work 

and sacrifice was carried out by you and 

many of our friends. It is a history you 

and the family should be proud of. 

 

I was shocked when you told me of the 

open heart surgery you went through. I 

hope all that is behind you and you are 

feeling fine now. Please take care of your 

self and give warm greetings to your 

family from me and my family. 

 

Cheers,  

 

Alganesh Zewoldi 
 
Houston, Texas 

 

http://us.mc1207.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=woldeyo@bluewin.ch
http://us.mc1207.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=comments@emnetu.com


 

 

 
 

Dear Emnetu, 
 
Thank you for sharing your entire life history. I have been thrilled to the fullest capacity for 
the last few hours. You organized the website so well that even an idiot can find his way 
around.  
 
Emnetu, I had no clue that you were involved in the political theater of our nation for such 
a long time. I am really proud you, to say the least. I also admire you for putting it up now 
without seeking any formal recognition by anyone. Please allow me to call you "The unsung 
Hero". You have done more than many of those in power at present time. Mind you, there 
are lots of individuals who had served their country in various ways and never get 
recognized, though they didn't do it for that. On the contrary, they get shuffled around and 
get baptized with new phrases and names. 
 
Emnetu, your sets of photographs are great. I Can identify some people besides my self and 
father. Keshi Ezra, Tesfai Beraki, the Seare's family, and the entire Tipo teachers are few to 
mention. I have seen just a few sets so far. 
  
Some of the pictures are cute and funny. Aboy and Aboy Gebrehiwot look like in a uniform 
in one of the oldie pictures!! I noticed that you, Eyasu and Gideon haven't changed a bit but 
Mussie looks a different person!! 
 
 
Emnetu, again, thanks a million times for sharing. Please keep in touch. I always remember 
the little house you and Tsegay Dinish shared in Addis Ababa outside the main campus. I 
also remember the first day I met you in Addis. It was August 1965 around 4 kilo. It was my 
3rd day in Addis and was so happy to meet someone I knew. Though you left Mendefera 
early, we had some good memories of the old times. Most of my childhood times was 
interwoven with Mussie. Unfortunately, our communications is very limited. Mussie and I 
have tons of the good, the bad and the ugly memories to share. We ought to do that before 
our memory declines. 
 
Well, take care and keep your alertness alive. 
 
Yohannes Andemicael 
Penns Grove, New Jersey 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
Selam Emnetu, 
What a webpage you have! I am amazed how organized and meticulous you are. I guess it helps to have 
been a librarian:-) I must have spent a minimum of four hours going through your webpage although I 
must admit that I did not read the all articles, press releases, projects and correspondence you had. But 
I had browsed through all of them, and even noticed that you were in the hospital during the liberation 
of Eritrea. I read that in a letter you sent to a celebration event in Norway. The sum total of all these 
tells me how deeply involved you were in the liberation of your country and how sad you must be now 
to see all the sacrifices you have made going down the drain.  
 
Your photo gallery is something else. Believe it or not I have gone through the whole photo gallery, and 
saw how beautiful your wife is an how young looking you still are. And I also have seen your pictures. I 
was talking to Tesfai Tsehaie as I was flipping over the photo pages and I do not think he has seen as 
many pictures as I did.  
 
BTW, I saw my former classmate Col. Mesfin Tesfamariam in your photo gallery. We started high school 
in Mekele and finished 12th grade in Kotebe. And thank you for giving me an idea of what to do with 
the zillions of pictures I have. That is my project when I retire, although I am not sure when I will be 
retiring. I am passionate about teaching and I enjoy teaching so much that I could even teach for free if 
there was a mandatory retirement. Lucky for me there is no mandatory retirement, and I intend to 
teach until I drop dead in the classroom. What is interesting about my teaching job is the amount of 
free time I have. For instance, this semester I am teaching one MBA course, three classes that meet 
once a week. As a result, I have a six-day weekend. My classes are on Tuesdays from 6 p.m. to 8:45 p.m. 
and on Wednesdays from 2 to 4:45 p.m. and from 6:00 to 8:45 p.m. The rest of the week I am free. And 
I have five months of free time, 2 months during Winter and three months during summer. Now that 
Semret is retired we are using our free time traveling and taking cruises. I honestly do not know what 
else I would do if I were to retire. 
 
BTW, starting January 2012, we will be at Dammam University, Saudi Arabia, for a year during my 
sabbatical from my University. Semret intends to be a frequent visitor to her parents in Asmara. As you 
may know I am persona non grata in Eritrea. Having sacrificed so much for the liberation of my country 
it is ironic that I cannot go and visit my family there now. But hopefully we will live to see the second 
independence of Eritrea sooner than later. 
 
Thanks again for introducing me to your webpage that contains so much information about you and 
your contributions. I am really proud of what you have done and you should justifiably be proud of 
yourself. 
Please convey my warm greetings to your lovely wife, even if she does not know me. 
With best regards. 
 
Araya 
 
PS: I must also tell you that I was intrigued by what you have done to improve the design of the Kibero. 
I learned to play the kebero in the US and there is nothing more that I enjoy than playing the kebero in 
every wedding ceremony we go to. I have collected so many dollars from people who admire an old 
professor playing the kebero so passionately. Although Tesfai will contest my statement, I am told that 
I am really good at it:-)  
Dr. Araya Debessay 

 



 

 

Hello Emnetu T.,  
 
Well, I viewed the pictures and thank you for 
placing us in History. :) 
 
Besides, although not quite done reading 
them all, Awlos, Masses, Hinklehinkiliteys, 
Adkemeligae, etc....are great additions to your 
site. Although I feel this document should 
come out in a book form so that more people 
enjoy reading it and learn from it.  
 
Kenisha welidom!!!!!! :) You are good and I 
admire you for compiling so much information 
and put it in a website for all to see. 
 
Bravo Emnetu, and keep up the good job you 
always do. You are a true artist and historian - 
I wish you need that earlier. :) 
Have a wonderful day and I wish Elsa a Happy 
Mother's day. 
Remember to give her a bouquet of nice 
roses. :) 
TT 
 
Tesfai Tsehaie 
 

Dejazmatch Bahta Hagos 

August 3, 2014 8:35:03 pm 7 KB  

From: 
Ariam Gurmu <agurmu@att.net>  
To: 
comments@emnetu.com  
Hi Emnetu, 
 
First I would like to thank you for your time 
and effort in putting this website 
together.   It was like a breath of fresh air 
to read about all these historical figures of 
Eritrea.   As I was reading the biography 
of Dejazmatch Bahta Hagos, I was 
disappointed to find out most the book in 
tigrigna was grayed out.  Is there anyway I 
can get a copy of the book or would you be 
willing to make it available on the website. 
Please let me know as I am very anxious to 
read the whole book. 
 
With deepest gratitude, 
Ariam 
 

 

Hambir Mesghina  
 
23. mai  
 

Dear Emnetu,  

 

You well deserve to be congratulated. This is a 
wonderful job you have done! I have 
personally observed notable improvement 
both in language and content of this article 
comparing the draft version with the way it 
stands now. I wish you every success. 

  

Habteab M. Ghebrehiwet 

Mordu Stefanos 23. mai  
 
Hi Emnetu 

Thank you for giving me a chance to read 
this biography. You have done a good job 
and I hope such interesting biography 
would give others to be motivated  in 
writing about other heroes Eritreans. By 
the way it has been a long time since we 
talked last time. I hope you are doing fine 
with your family and hope to meet you 
soon. 

 Med vennlig hilsen 
 Mordu Stefanos 
 

 



 

 

 
Mulugeta Saare  
Til Emnetu  
 
Thank you Emnetu for preparing and sharing 
this interesting biography of Tesfazghi. His 
courage, strength, morality, and 
withstanding adversity makes him a hero in 
his own way. 
 
Selam Yohannes Keshi Andemicael. As a 
young kid growing in our beloved Mendefera 
and attending our small church run by Aboy 
Keshi, I may have some memories to write 
about you and your Suzuki bike 50 years 
from now. 
 
Mulugeta Saare 
North Chesterfield, Virginia 
 
 

 
 

yohannes andemicael 23. mai  
 
Dear Emnetu, 
  
Though I have already responded to you 
privately, I would like to acknowledge 
your outstanding efforts in exposing the 
unsung hero in public forum. If retirement 
meant to be used properly, you are a good 
example for the rest of us. As Rev. Ezra said, 
God bless your continued efforts. 
  
yohannes keshi andemicael. 
 
p.s. hope you find something good on me 
and write about me 50 years from now!! 
(just kidding). I am proud to say I grew up 
being your next door neighbor. Also love to 
see some familiar names from geza 
kenishana on the list,  
 

 

Yonatan Hiruy  
  
22. mai  
 
Selam Emnetu and all Deqi MaHber, 
 
Thank you so much for sharing the unique 
story of Tesfazghi (Calsolayo). I have not 
even heard his name mentioned in anyway 
in the past. I have come to think that how 
many heroes and heroines there are hidden 
in the ruins of history. Thank you for digging 
it out from the ruins to bring it forth for all of 
us to know and recognize his amazing story. 
 
By the way I am in Stockholm now, just 
arrived. I'll talk to you. 

 

Every blessing, 

Yonatan Hiruy, Toronto Canada 

 

Temesgen Brhane  
Til Emnetu 27.nov.2013  
  
 Dear brother Emnetu 
  
Greetings in the name of the Lord Jesus 
Christ. How great it is to hear from you. 
  
Thank you so much for sharing this 
wonderful work on the great Eritreans 
deserved to be remembered and be known. 
I wil go through this biography of 
Abona  Tesfazghi Kifle and come to you with 
feedbacks if I have any. 
  
Thank you once again and have a blessed 
time. 
  
Temesghen 
 

 

 



 

 

 
Ezra Gebremedhin  
 
28.nov.2013  
 
Dear Brother Emnetu! I have read the 
biography of Tesfazghi Calsolayo with 
deep interest. I thank you for the very 
idea of starting to write simply and briefly 
on people who didn't occupy the 
limelight, but who had won their places in 
the hearts of the grassroots of Eritreans.  
 
 
A courageous man, a man of conviction 
and a man of God. My heart hurts at the 
thought of his wife (did he have children?) 
spending many a lonely day and night. 
And this man with Music in his heart. A 
source of humble joy to all Evangelical 
Christians and to others. What was his 
end like? I would have liked to read more 
on that subject. 
 
 
A shoemaker, a labor-union man, a 
Christian, a singer of simple revival songs. 
And someone who was not afraid to be 
engaged in politics in the sense of taking 
justice seriously. 
 
 
I am moved. And I want to congratulate 
you from the depth of my heart for your 
simple and effective way of writing. Give 
us more! 
 
Your brother 
 
Ezra 
 
 

 
 

Kidane Mehary 
 
Comment:  
 
Selam Haw Emnetu 
 
Beyen jemire beyen kwede b teklala nezi kulu 
gizie zhatet n hagerna Eritra zmlket etgebro 
zeloka astewatseo b kelilu zeygmet hagerawi 
halafnet tesemiuka b flay ab Eritra hagerna 
bzuhat geganu menfesawyan alemawyan 
memahran aberkto gerom zhalefu knreseom 
kemzeybla knberabern knenekakahn 
ketezekakrena enkeloka abi haben ysemeani 
Ayteratern bzuhat deki hager nezi abegiskayo 
zeloka sirah wenom semay kem zhareg kulatna 
kea kntehababereka nay gedn iyu kemtom seb 
tarik n zkrom zelona haw Emnetu ab tarikna 
ktzker ika nkulom. 
  
Betesebkan neakan mulue teena emneyelkum. 
 
Goita Ybarkekum 
 
 
kab haw Kidane Meharymment on the post 
"Biographies" is waiting for your approval 
http://www.emnetu.com/?p=288 
 

 

 

http://www.emnetu.com/?p=288


 

 

Mekete Berhane  
Oct 22 at 6:57 AM  
To: 
Webmaster 
 
Name: 
MeketeBerhane 
 
 
Subject: 
Love The Website 
 
 
Message: 
Dear Ato Tesfay, 
 
 
I'm an Eritrean-American who was born in 
the states soon after natsenet. I'm very 
interested in history and politics, especially 
when it's related to Eritrea. I enjoyed your 
website greatly and can't wait to visit more 
often in between studying for my university 
classes. 
 
I especially enjoyed your introduction on 
the biography of Ras Woldemichael 
Solomon. I couldn't read the actual book 
because I don't read Tigrinya, I only speak 
it. My interest was peaked in this topic 
because my family is from Tseazega, Eritrea 
and I'm always looking to read up on 
Tzeazega's long history. 
 
-With Love & Respect, 
 
Mekete Berhane 
 
 
 
 

 

hambir mesghina  
nov 22 kl. 8.32 AM  
 
Dear Brother Emnetu  

 
Please find my Tigrigna email from the 
attachment. Thanks!  
  
Habteab M. Ghebrehiwet 
 

ዝከበርካ ሓዉ እምነቱ ምስ ምሉኣት ስድራ-
ቤት  

ከመይ ትኾኑ? ሰላምን ጥዕናን ንምነ!  

እምነቱ ሓወይ፣ ዝልኣክካያ ሓጺር ዛንታ 
ተስፋዝጊ ክፍለ (ካሰላዮ) በጺሓትኒን 
ኣምቢበያን እየ። ብዛዕባ እዚ ዝተጠቅሰ ሰብ 
ግን ዋላ ዋላ ኣፍልጦ የብለይን። ጽሑፍካ 
ኣዝየ እየዝፈትዎ፤ እንተኾነ፣ ፍቓድካ 
እንተኾይኑ’ሲ ኣብ ኣጸሓሕፋ ትግርኛካ ሓንቲ 
መአረምታ ኣላትኒ።  

አብ 1997 ብሬድዮ ድምጺ-ሓፋሽ ዝተዳለወ 
ኣስተምህሮ ጋዘጠኛነት ንሓዯ ወርሒ ተማሂረ 
ኔይረ። ኣብኡ ከምዝተማሃርኹዎ፣ ኣብ ስነ 
ጽሑፍ ትግርኛ ሓንቲ መባላሸዊት ቃል ኣላ። 
ንሳ ካኣ “ናይ” እትበሃል ቃል እያ። እቲ ነዛ 
ቃል እዚኣ ብዝወሓዯ ቁጽሪ ዝጥቀመላ ጸሓፊ 
ካኣ እቲ ዝበለጸ ትግርኛ ዝጽሕፍ ሰብ ኮይኑ 
ኣሎ። (As can as possible try to 
avoid the use of the word “nai” 

in writing Tigrigna”).  

ንኣብነት፦  

1. ሓጺር ዛንታ “ናይ” ተስፋዝጊ ክፍለ ዶ 
ትጽብቕሲ ወይሲ ሓጺር ዛንታ ተስፋዝጊ ክፍለ 
(ብርግጽ እታ ዳሕረዎይቲ ትምረጽ).  

2. ተስፋዝጊ ክፍለ ከም ትጉህ “ናይ” ፖለቲካ 
ተቓላሳይ ዶ ትሓይሽ ወይሲ ሲ ተስፋዝጊ 
ክፍለ ከም ትጉህ ፖለቲኸኛን ተቓላሳይን. 
ሕጂ’ዉን እታ ዳሕረዎይቲ ትሓይሽ።  

 

3. መን እዩ ተስፋዝጊ ክፍለ? ኣብ ክንዲ 
ምባል “ተስፋዝጊ ክፍለ፣ መን እዩ? ዶ 
ኣይሓይሽን?  

 



4. “ናይ ኤርትራ ፕረሲዯንት” ኣብ ክንዲ 
ምባል “ፕረሲዯንት ሃገረ-ኤርትራ” ምባል 
ይምረጽ።  

 

ምናልባሽ እዚ ኣነ ዝጥቀመሉ ዘለኹ ኣገባብ 
ኣጸሓሕፋ ትግርኛ ዘመን ኣምጽኦ ክከዉን 
ይክእል እዩ።  

ሰላም ቅነ! 

  

 

 

 

 

Amanuel Tesfazion  
To Me, freweini   
Nov 23 at 7:13 AM  

 
Hi Emnetu !!! 

 
Congratulations !!!  
 
You managed. Great job. 
I was pleased that Freweini responded 
immediately and provided very 
informative addition to what you really 
worked hard and incessantly kept up 
to produce good result at the last end. 
You can count on my recommendation 
for any project in the future. 
 

Warm Greetings & Big hug !!! 

Aman ! 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Emnetu, 

It was a pleasure to receive your email re 

biography of Tesfazgi.  What a surprise.  I 

did suspect, that he could be my cousin's 

husband but couldn't say for sure until I saw 

the wedding picture and indeed that was my 

cousin Leteberhan with him.  His wife is the 

sister of Amanuel Haile, whom you might 

remember, since he has taught at Geza 

Kenisha. She is my dad's niece, a lovely and 

joyful person.  If I am not mistaken, she has 

a daughter who lives in Italy, may be not by 

Tesfazgi.  Leteberhan is also survived by an 

only older sister (Letehiwet) who also lives in 

Italy.  She is in her 90s now. 

With your permission, I would like to 

forward the biography to a cousin in 

California, who is in touch with aunt 

Letehiwet in Italy.  He is Leberhan's nephew. 

Keep up this interesting adventure. 

Freweini Gebresselassie 
 
 
 

 
 

Senait Hagos  
 
Til Jeg  
nov 25 kl. 2.49 PM  
 

 

hambir mesghina  
Til Jeg  
23. mai  
Dear Emnetu,  

You well deserve to be congratulated. This is 
a wonderful job you have done! I have 



tusen takk Emnetu! 
Jeg gleder meg til å lese vedlegget. 
Stå på, du er go` 
  
mvh 
Senait 
 
 
 
 
 

personally observed notable improvement 
both in language and content of this article 
comparing the draft version with the way it 
stands now. I wish you every success. 

  
  

Habteab M. Ghebrehiwet 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Adi to Amanuel Tesfasion 
 
 
ተስፋዝጊ  

 

ነያ ተስፋዝጊ ካብ መጀመርታ 60ታት’የ ዝፈልጦ። ከም ካልሶላዮ፡ ሰብኣይ ጓል ሓውትኖኡ 
ንኣርኣያ በላይ። ውላዳት ወሊዳትሉ ነይራ። ኣብርሀት ኪዳነ፡ ሓውቲ ዘውዲ ኪዳነ፡ ኣባል 
ማሕበረይ ኣብ ፍኖተ ብርሃን ካብ 1960፡ ሓወን ኣሰፋው ዚብሃል ኣብ 52 ምሳይን ኣርኣያን ኣባል 
ጸያሕያነ ፍኖት ኣግዓዝያን ዝነበረ፣ ደሓር ኣብ ዓስበ ተፈሪ መምህር ኰይኑ እናነበረ፡ ኣብ ዓመት 
1963 ኣቢሉ ብቕትለት ዝሞተ። ኣብርሀት ነያ ተስፋዝጊ ክንደይ ከም ዝወለደትሉ እኳ እንተ 
ዘየረጋግጽኩ፣ ሓንትስ ኣብዚ እዋን ደርግ ንብርሃነ ብዙነህ ዕዳጋ ዓርቢ ተመርዕያ’ያ። እኖኣ 
ነብርሀት፡ ኣደይ ኣለማሽ ተካ፡ ሓውቶም ንበዓል ግራዝማች ገረዝጊሄር ተካ፡ በላይ ተካ፡ ኣሰፋው 
ተካ፡ ኣደይ ደሃብ ተካ ኣዲኡ ንኣርኣያ ዓርከይ፡ ከም ዝዀና፣ ምስ’ቲ ስድራ ብዝነበረኒ ዕርክነት 
ኣጸቢቐ እምስክር።  

 
 
 

እሞ፡ ነያ ተስፋዝጊ በርኣያ ኣቢለ’የ ተፋልጠዮ። ናብታ ስርሑ ኬድና ንበጽሖን ሰላም ንብሎን። 
ብፍላይ ኣብ ማእሰርቲ ጸኒሑ ምስ ወጸ (ካብቲ ተደጋጋሚ ማእሰርቱ) ሓጐስና ንምግላጽ ንኸዶ። 
ዕጉስ፡ እቲ ዅሉ ዘሎዎ ዘይመስል፣ በተን ረቀቕቲ ከናፍሩ ኣፉ ዕጽው ምስ ኣበለ፣ እታ ማርቴሎኡ 
ነተን ኣብ ልዕሊ ኣስላፉ ዝተጋደማ ኣሳእን መሳምረን እናደሰቐት፣ ከም ሎሚ ኰይኑ ይስማዓኒ። 
ኣርኣያ ኪሕብረኒ ከሎ፣ ”ሕጂ ኸኣ ተስፋዝጊ ተኣሲሩ” ይብለኒ፤ ነብርሀት ኬድና ንበጽሓ። ምስ 
ወጸ ድማ፡ ምውጻኡ ይነግረኒ፤እሞ ብኣካል ንኽንረኽቦ ናብ ስርሑ ንኸዶ። ሓደ ዜደንቐኒ ነገር ግን 
ኣሎ። ኣርኣያ ንተስፋዝጊ ኪዅንኖ ሰሚዕዮ ኣይፈልጥን። ተስፋዝጊ ድማ፡ ነርኣያ ተጸዊጉ ኪቕበሎ 
ርእየ ኣይፈልጥን። ምክብባር ሓድሕድ ንበይኑ ዝዓይነቱ’ዩ ኔሩ።  

 



 
 

እዚ ዜብለኒ፡ እቲ ካብ 1946 ኣትሒዘ ዘይተፈለኹዎ ዓርከይ፣ ብእንዳ ኣዲኡ ትግራይ፣ ብእንዳ 
ኣቦኡ ድማ ወዲ ባሕር-ዳር ጐጃም ዝዀነ ኣርኣያ፣ ንተስፋዝጊ ”ኤርትራ ኬሕድገና ደልዩ” ኢሉ 
ሓንቲ ቃል እኳ ኬውጽእ ሰሚዐዮ ኣይፈልጥን። ተስፋዝጊ ድማ፡ ”መጸ ኸኣ እዚ ወዲ ኣምሓራይ” 
ኢሉ ኪጽወገሉ ርእየ ኣይፈልጥን። በዚ ነገር’ዚ ሽዑኡ ተገሪመ፤ ሕጂ’ውን እግረም። ኣየ ውርዝና!  

 
 

ኣብርሀት’ውን በቦኣን ብኣደኣን ካብ ትግራይ ከላ፣ ከተማርር ሰሚዐያ ኣይፈልጥን። ኣደኣ ኣደይ 
ኣለማሽ’ውን ከምኡ።  

 
 

እዚ ውርዝና’ዚ ናብ ደቆም ሰጊሩ እንተልዩ፣ ፖለቲካዊ ኣረኣእያና ኰነ ረብሓታትና ብዘየገድስ፣ 
ሓቂ ዜዘንትዉ እንተ ተረኽቡስ፣ ናብ ደቆም ኣቢልካ (ወይ ቀረባ ስድራ-ቤቶም) ሃሰስ ምባል 
ይሓይሽ።  

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Shewit Son-Of Kidane 
Dear Emnetu, 

I have came across your website and your 
studies of the kebero and Embilta. I myself 
play the krar and chira wata and I am 
teaching myself to play the shambuko for 
the last couple of years.  

I have came up with an idea of improving the 
chira wata using a Djembe drum. The 
problem with the wata is that it cannot 
naturally be amplified. But when you look at 
the chinese version of their wata called the 
erhu on their designs they have a design that 
naturally amplifies it from the back.  

I have been looking for people who have the 
same interest of preserving our culture and 
also improving it. We have improved the krar 
over the years but the kebero and the wata 
and embilta and other instruments have 
been forgotten and sadly are slowly fading 

 
 
From: Yohannes Andemichael 
 
Tuesday july 21, 2015 
 

Dear,Emnetu, 
  
Thank you for sharing such an impressive 
work you have done on Kebede (Kidane) 
Kiflu's biography. It is an enlightenment for 
me, to say the least. Being familiar 
with Kidane's place of birth and schools he 
went to, I have been trying to remember 
some of the vivid info I used to hear from the 
late Ahmado Ibrahim, aka wedi vienty sei , 
at San Georgo, Mendefera, in 1960-62. ( I 
was in 6th&7th grade with Ahmado) 
Thank you Emnetu for all your time and 
effort in restoring the history of our beloved 
heroes and heroines.  
 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/shewit.kidane.7


away. add me as a friend so we can exchange 
ideas.  

My name is Shewit Kidane by the way and I 
hope we can be friends on facebook. 
 
reply 
Dear Shewit. My apologies for late reply. I 
am so much occupied with the biography 
writing that it is seldom I open the facebook. 
I am happy to meet Eritreans interested in 
the traditional musical instruments. I do not 
think many of our compatriots are focusing 
on preserving or improving the old 
instruments but it is a very important task 
for our generation to focus on this matter 
and do something. Lets continue the contact 
and I would advice to use the email for 
communication. You can reach me through 
comments@emnetu.com. Looking forward 
to hear from you. Cheers, Emnetu 
 

Dear Emnetu, 
 
Hopefully, you received the other feedbacks 
I sent you earlier. If you didn't, let me know. 
Regarding the family photos, they should 
arrive within the coming ten days. 
 
Finally, dear Emnetu, I really appreciate your 
hard work on behalf of my family. Your 
amazing skills and your passionate will to 
uphold goodness over the human vices is 
much appreciated. I wish you success in your 
endeavours.  
 
Once again, thanks a million. 
Kidane Hagos.  
 
 

 

 

 

Fra: 
Berhane Woldemichael 
Til: 
websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
 
Hi Emnetu 
Congratulations for achieving this 
monumental feat! This is indeed a great 
work that will help/encourage future 
researchers on the forgotten Eritrean 
revolutionary heroes.   
 
Cheers! 
 

 
 

Fra 
Zekarias Ginbot 
Til: 
<websiteupdate@emnetu.com> 
Kopi: 
alemseged tesfai, antonio tesfay (96 flere) 
Dear Emnetu, I take this opportunity to 
thank you for all the good work you have 
done all these years. I am convinced that 
there is a lot still to be told. Keep well! 
Zekarias 

 
 

SV: Biography of Kidane Kiflu 

20. juli 2015  19.59  16 KB 
Fra: 
Ezra Gebremedhin 
Til: 
websiteupdate@emnetu.com 

 

20. juli 2015  05.12  8 KB 

Fra: 
saba fessahaye 

Til: 
websiteupdate@emnetu.com 



Dear Emnetu! I have started reading your 
fascinating account of the life of Kidane. I 
shall write more when I am ready. 
With warm greetings 
Qeshi Ezra 
 
 

Thank you  Emetu I really appreciate for the 
biography of kidane  kiflu. it's a great work to 
remember those remarkable once. 

Saba Fessahaye 
Atlanta, Georgia 
 

 

Fra: 
Peter P Sebhatu 
Til: 
<websiteupdate@emnetu.com> 

 
I just want to express my gratitude for your 
art of sharing the hidden history of Eritrean 
individuals who contribute significantly to 
the birth and growth of the the Eritrean 
struggle for independence. 
 
Selam 
Petros Sebhatu Dr. 
 

 
 

Re: Biography of Kidane Kiflu 

Habteab Mesghina (hambir2002@yahoo.com) 

 

 

 

This is really a wonderful job. Well done Emnetu.  

  

Habteab M. Ghebrehiwet 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Dear Emnetu, 
 
I can't tell you how much I appreciate your effort. I just did a quick read and here is my 
feedback.  
 
1. His cousin's name is not Getahun. It is Getachew. 
 
2. The date of murder is put as first March 5th 1970, second March 7th 1970, and third, on 
somebody else quotation, as 1969. Hence, can you please rectify the matter.  
 
3. His education: At least one of his main studies was Law. One of his classmate's was a 
judge in Ethiopia, who is currently living in Atlanta. I could help you get his phone number. 
His name is Abraham Tesfay. 
 
4. He did not discontinue his education, rather he was taking different courses to make sure 
he stays in the university for a longer period and make sure he influences the students.  
 
5. He was about to graduate in law but the Ethiopian securities were after him around April. 
Thus, he had no choice but to escape. Our family members were eagerly waiting for his 



graduation in law. This was a widespread expectation in our family members. Engineer 
Yohannes, his brother, confirmed this with me last year just before he died. 
 
6. As far as I know, when I was talking to his brother last year, he was working at Mobile not 
Ajip. It was a summer job and Mobile requested that he continues full time but he chose to 
finish his education. By then Yohannes was working, his mother was not in dire need of his 
help. 
 
By the way, dear Emnetu, I'm expecting very soon the family pictures from Asmara. As soon 
as they arrive, I will pass them to you. 
 
One thing before I finish, can you introduce San Georgio somewhere wherever it fits in his 
biography because he was a student of San Georgio.   
 
Once again, appreciating your effort and congratulating you on putting together a 
meaningful document for our brother hero - Kidane Kiflu.  
 
Emnetu, you are our hero too. 
 
Cheers, 
Kidane Hagos.  
 

 

 

 

 
 

From: debessay@udel.edu 
 
 
Dear,Emnetu, 
 
I am really impressed with the excellent 
work you have done to produce the 
biography of the late Kidane Kiflu. 
 
Kebede Kiflu was in my freshman year (1961-
62) at the University College of Addis Ababa 
(UCAA).  He was in the Science faculty and I 
was in the Arts faculty studying accounting 
and management.  
 
Even though I did not know Kebede in High 
School since I went to Haile Selassie I 
Secondary School - Kotebe in Addis, but I 
agree with Prof. Berhe Habtegiorgis' 

 

Dear Emnetu, 
 
Kidane is on the top left corner behind 
Woldegabriel Tsehaie.  Next to him to his 
right on the top is Daniel Yohannes, and 
next is Sennay Kifleyesus, ?, Zerabruk 
Aberra, ? 
 
On the Middle line from left to right are: 
Woldegabriel, Petros Gebre, Goitom 
Yoseph, Bahru Tafla, ? ? 
Front line: left to right: Al-amin Humed 
Derir, Araya Debessay, Tewelede Beyene, ?, 
Amdetsion Kidane, and Tsehaie Menelik. 
 
Araya 
 
 
 

mailto:debessay@udel.edu


characterization of Kebede.  He was a 
brilliant student, gentle but socially kind of 
reserved person. 
 
 
I am attaching a picture of all the Eritreans 
who are in the Freshman Year at UCAA.  I am 
ccing three Eritreans in the picture (Al-Amin 
Humed Derir - now a CPA in the Saudi Arabia, 
Woldegabriel Tesehaie, former Ethiopian 
Airlines Executive, now retired in 
Montreal,)  who may want to contact you 
with any information they may have on 
Kidane (Kebede) Kiflu. 
 
 
Thanks again for a  job well done. 
 
 
 
 

Subject: Re: Biography of Kidane Kiflu 

Hi Emnetu, thank you so much for your 
commitment to write and share these 
amazing people's biography, our own 
people. It's so inspiring. Thanks again.  
 
Yonatan Hiruy 
 

 

Re: Biography of Kidane Kiflu 

Tesfai Tsehaie (tsehaiet@gmail.com) 
To: websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
 
Hello Emnetu, hope you are still kicking. 
I thought his name was kebedom kiflu or 
Kebede kiflu rather than Kidane, unless he 
changed. 
Let me know. I am proud of you and simply 
said you are good and great too. 
Will write more soon. 
 
Tesfai tsehaie 
 

 

 

 
 

Hi Emnetu 
 
Great work.  
 
Kidane used to encourage  high 
school  students in Eritrea to advance their 
education.  I remember during the  Summer 
holidays he and colleagues used to organise 
debates at YMCA- in Edaga Hamus - Asmara. 
Trophys were given to those who did the 
best.  At the same time he used to inform 
them about the struggle its objectives  and 
the role they should play to promote it 
etc.  He was a committed revolutionary and 
selfless  and a teacher who was able to raise 
the level of consciousness of his compatriots 
and juniors. 

 

Readers’ comments 
 
Dear author of the biography of Kidane Kiflu 
 
I am profoundly touched by the information 
given in the biography of Kidane Kiflu. I feel like 
he is risen from the tomb. I feel he has become 
immortal. My sincere appreciation for the hard 
work you have done to write and publish the life 
story of this remarkable hero. 
 
RIPE Network Coordination Centre (RIPE) 
 

Re: Biography of Raessi Tessema: Final 

version update 
4. februar 2016  09.24  6 KB 

Tesfai Tsehaie 
Hey Emnetu, we have many years to leave. 
None of us should be discouraged by some 

https://dub128.mail.live.com/ol/
https://dub128.mail.live.com/ol/
https://whois.arin.net/rest/org/RIPE.html


 
Many thanks Emnetu 
 
Petros Tesfagiorgis 
London, England 
 

sickness that arise periodically. Keep on writing 
and consider us your friends as your next topic 
to write about. We have our own mediocre tales 
to tell and to be told about too. . 
Cheers and get well soon. 
Tesfai Tsehaie 

 

 

Yohannes Tseggay Berhe (Snitna.com) 
Til: 
websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
Dear Emnetu, 
 
That is very hard work. We are grateful of 
you sharing with us this hard-to-find piece of 
information, and the details are fantastic! 
Again, we thank you for revealing the 
precious history of our heroes. 
 
Many thanks again. 
 
Cheers! 
Yohannes Tseggay Berhe 

London, England 

 

Teme Ato 
Til: 
<websiteupdate@emnetu.com> 
Kopi: 
alemseged tesfai, antonio tesfay (96 flere) 
 
Emnetu, 
I admire the integrity and efficiency in which 
you use your resources to establish martyr 
Kidane Kiflu's biography. Thank you for 
helping us honor his memory in this way. 
Please keep up the good work. 
 

Temesghen Ateweberhan 
Frankfurt, Germany 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Re: Biography of Kidane Kiflu 

estifanos temelso 

  

To: websiteupdate@emnetu.com 

 

ከመይ ቀኒኻ እምነቱ፡ እቲ ትገብሮ ዘለኻ መዳርግቲ 

ዘይብሉ ጻዕሪ ፈርጻማኻ ትረኽበሉ ግዜ በጺሑ። 

ርግጸኛ እየ ግን ገና ኣይክትድቅስን ኢኻ። ስለዝኾነ፡ 

ብሕጂ'ውን ናይ ካልኦት ፍሉጣት ኤርትራውያን 

ታሪኽ ህይወት ክተቕርበልና ኢኻ። ዕድመን ጥዕናን 

ረኺብካ ጆባእ! ክትብለና ክንጽበ ኢና። ብሩኽ 

መዓልቲ!  ምስ ሰላምታ    

 

Sunday jul 19, 2015 

 

Re: Biography of Kidane Kiflu 

Woldab Feshatzion 

  
To: websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
 

Dear Emnetu first I want to thank you for the 
important biography of Kidane Kiflu, I am 
reading it with interest and I am learning a 
lot about our past heroes, thanks to you. 
 
All the best 
Woldeab 
 
 
 

  



Winta Zeccarias 
Til 
Emnetu Tesfay 
aug 12 kl. 4.22 PM 
Hi Baba Emnetu, 
 
I spent the best part of 2 hours last night 
reading the various content on the website 
and found it to be extremely interesting and 
informative. 
 
It's a lifetime of work and I can see you've 
spent a lot of time and energy into it!! 
 
Through scouring the different section I did 
find Tesfazghi Kifle's section, but haven't 
read it through yet, the same with the 
section about Baba Sahle's, will read them in 
due time. 
 
I have let Semhar know about the website 
and I'm sure she'll love reading it as well 
 
Hope it goes from strength to strength and 
let me know if I can be of help. 
Kind regards 
Winta 
 

Re: Biography of Raessi Tessema Asberom 
19. januar 2016  16.46  13 KB 

Fra: 

Petros Tesfagherghis 

Til: 

websiteupdate@emnetu.com, amanuel 

yemane, asgedom habte (97 flere) 
 
Dear Emnetu 
 
You have done a great job. It is a shame In 
this 21 century the history of Eritrea still 
remains untold.  You have taken  a 
challenging work and  I congratulate you. 
 
regards 
 
 

Petros Tesfagherghis 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

SV: Biography of Raessi Tessema Asberom 
16. januar 2016  11.41  14 KB 

Fra: 

Ezra Gebremedhin 

Til: 

websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
Thank you very much, Emnetu, for your 
faithful and diligent efforts. The story on 
Raessi Tessema is very impressive. But 
shouldn't it be kept short? In other words, 
shouldn't you stop with the end of his life? 
You have included (attached) many useful 
documents by different Eritrean authors. I 
suppose that they are supportive 

 

Re: Biography of Raessi Tessema Asberom 
20. januar 2016  04.27  12 KB 

Fra: 

yonatan hiruy 

Til: 

<websiteupdate@emnetu.com> 

Kopi: 
Hi Emnetu, 
 
Thank you so much for your effort to write 
these wonderful biographies of Eritrean 
heroes. We are drawing a great deal of 



documents. The Tessema story should 
perhaps be short and stand by itself. Short 
and sweet, so to say. This is only a 
suggestion  
 
You should not use the term 'Coptic' for the 
Orthodox Church in Eritrea and Ethiopia. 
Coptic is the name of the Church in Egypt. 
 
Your English is good, but I have noted some 
places (words and phrases) which need 
editing. 
 
God bless you and your family 
Ezra 
 

RE: Biography of Raessi Tessema:  

Teclemariam, Habte M 

 2/26/2016 
 To: 'websiteupdate@emnetu.com' 

Good job and good luck. You are 

accomplishing a wonderful job. 

Habte 

 

wisdom and inspiration out of them.  Thank 
you for sharing. 
 
Every blessing, 
 
Yonatan 

Yohannes Tseggay Berhe  
Til 
Emnetu Tesfay 
jan 16 kl. 12.36 PM 
Thank you very much Emnetu. 
Hope you are doing well. 
That was very interesting of Rassei 
Tessema's biography; it has also a lot to do 
with the current political situation. I have 
posted it on SNITNA already soon as I read 
it. Well done Emnetu! 
Thank you for the Mezmur collections as 
well. I have been updating some areas of 
SNITNA; if you notice, I tried to give more 
visibility toEMNETU.COM as well as added 
some interesting sites such as HEDGAIT 
BLOG. HEDGAIT is very rich one with 
historical documents; I noticed you used 
some reference to it on the Rassei Tessema 
doc I guess--very interesting! 
 
John 

 

 

 

Re: Biography of Raessi Tessema Asberom 
20. januar 2016  20.24  16 KB 

Fra: 

Dr. Peter Sebhatu 

Til: 

websiteupdate@emnetu.com, amanuel 

yemane, asgedom habte (98 flere) 
Emnetu, 
 
Your contribution to Eritrean Political history is very 
uplifting. I do concur with the viewpoints expressed by 
Petros Tesfaghiorghis, and it is time for the current 
generation to transfer the political and military history of 

 
 

 
Assefa Abraha 
Aabraha10@yahoo.com 
 
 
Til 
Emnetu Tesfay 
 
jan 18 kl. 7.28 PM 
 
Dear Emnetu, 
 
It is brilliant and a job well done 
thank you for giving him space in 

mailto:yohannesyt@gmail.com
mailto:temnetu@yahoo.no
http://emnetu.com/
mailto:temnetu@yahoo.no


Eritreans who fought for independence to the next 
generation. The political wisdom of our past heroes is 
critical to strengthen our youth as future leaders and 
your current efforts will play a big role in the years to 
come. 

 
 
As it was narrated to me by individuals who were very 
close to Ras Tessema, he was an amazing leader who 
manifested typical Eritrean characteristics. He was 
known all over Eritrea as a man of justice, showed good 
sense of humility and was firm. He never hesitated to say 
what he believes is right and moral. Even in his first 
meeting with the then Emperor Haile Sellasie in 1952 at 
his village in Maereba ,near the Yohannes Church. He 
explained boldly to the Emperor why he chose to stand 
for Eritrean Independence. When the Emperor asked Ras 
Tessema why don’t you like us? Ras Tessema’s response 
was “Dear King we don’t know each other, it is difficult 
to like or dislike you, but I love my country Eritrea as you 
love your country”, a very logical response. Finally, Ras 
Tessema asked the Emperor if you could visit the 
Yohannes church, in response the then Emperor opened 
the door of his car himself, didn't wait for the body 
guards, jumped out of the car and walked towards the 
church. Eventually, despite the political differences Ras 
Tessema earned the respect of the Emperor. 

Petros Sebhatu 

history so he will be remembered for 
who he was. 
 
On the excerpt by Saleh Gedi, 
although the totality of it is first class, 
there is one point I would like to 
correct and that is where he said " he 
had limited church education". I beg 
to differ with that because to my 
knowledge he was well versed in all 
our religious books as well as the 
psalms/ songs of St. Yared., as were 
all his male children. Their singing 
voices when they sang together I 
remember were beautiful to hear. 
His son Mergheta Gebremichael of 
course had the best voice of them all. 
 
My very Best Regards 
 
Yours, Assefa 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

saba 
fessahaye <sabafessahaye@gmail.com> 
Til 
Emnetu Tesfay 
I dag kl. 10.10 PM 
Thank you for sharing the biography of our 
forefathers. Its a good history to share with 
our young generation, as you know its not a 
conmon practice in our culture to admire 
individuals, but you did an excelent job in 
doing so. I am certain that this biography will 
inspire the young generation to write about 

 
 
 
 

Mulugheta <mteferi@sbcglobal.net> 
Til 
Emnetu Tesfay 
Kopi 
Assefa Abraham Dr. Peter Sebhatu  copy 
only Assefa and Dr. Petros 
jan 17 kl. 7.16 PM 
Hi Emnetu, 
 
Hope all is well and congratulations for 
completing the task. I am so pleased to read 

mailto:saba%20fessahaye %3csabafessahaye@gmail.com%3e
mailto:saba%20fessahaye %3csabafessahaye@gmail.com%3e
mailto:temnetu@yahoo.no
mailto:Mulugheta %3cmteferi@sbcglobal.net%3e
mailto:temnetu@yahoo.no
mailto:aabraha10@yahoo.com
mailto:psebhatu@yahoo.com


the heroes who fought for our 
independence. 
Saba Fessahaye 
 
 
 

Til 
Emnetu Tesfay 
jan 19 kl. 8.44 PM 
Dear Emnetu,  
Good to hear from you and thanks for 
updating me with the new biography as well. 
The work you do is great! If we had a 
national university and if I had a say there, I 
would advocate for you to get honorary 
doctorate and professorship in recognition 
of your work, although I know that you are 
already a professor to me.  I am sure you also 
have some names in your work-to-do list 
from the lowlands.  
 
About the Tigre mezmur, it is a good 
development. If we had good leaders at 
home, they would have used it for bringing 
the Tigre and Tigrigna speaking religions 
closer.  
Greet the good family of yours: Elsa, Titi .... 
  
Mvh, 
Zekarias  

the Biography which turned out to be very 
interesting and inspirational. As I expected, 
you have done a great job putting the pieces 
together. I am sure Commander Assefa 
and/or Dr. Petros will give you corrections, if 
needed, or updates. In addition, the link will 
also be shared with many descendants and 
you may hear from some. Therefore, this is a 
great start and I look forward to reading the 
revised version of Raesi and the work in 
progress, Bio of Dej. Sebhatu. Finally, I just 
want to express my gratitude for your 
relentless work in remembering past 
Eritrean Heroes, especially Raesi Tessema 
and Dej. Sebhatu's. Thank you for your 
commitment and stay in touch.  
 
Regards, 
 
Mulugheta  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

kifleyohanes yeibio <kiflu23@yahoo.com> 
Til 
Emnetu Tesfay 
 I dag kl. 12.46 AM 
Dear Emneth,  
 
Well done brother, you are working for next 
generation to get reliable reference of our 
heroes. You are digging people's memory to 
build their structure in the right path. I am 

 
 
Tesfai Tsehaie <tsehaiet@gmail.com> 

Til 

Emnetu Tesfay 

jul 24 kl. 7.40 PM 

The battle of Dandier by Mohammed Berhan 

Blatta 

 

Aytmut aytmut aytmut wedi'boy Tesfai kichin. 

Few are the people who care and want to bring 

society together and you are one of them. You 

do your research you work hard and you help 

and motivate people to do the same, and you 

mailto:temnetu@yahoo.no
mailto:kiflu23@yahoo.com
mailto:temnetu@yahoo.no
mailto:tsehaiet@gmail.com
mailto:temnetu@yahoo.no


sure your job will be the concert of our 
country's biography.  
 
With regards  
Kifleyohanes Yeibio  
 
 
 

succeed too.😂 Got to read it and give you 

some feedback if needed.  

Cheers 

 
 

 
 

Re: Biography of Blatta Kahsay Malu 
16. februar 2017  17.26  10 KB 
Fra: 

 Stefanos Temolso 
Til: 

 websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
Hi Emnetu,  
I read most of it at Snitna .com and as usual 
it was a work that must be appreciated. 
What the regime should have is being done 
by a single person. Such work can only be 
done by someone like you who has the 
determination and feels the responsibility 
of remembering our heroes!  Keep it big 
brother!  
 
Best regards 
Stefanos 

 
 

Biography of Blata Kahsay. 
8. februar 2017  00.33  3 KB 
Fra: 

 almaz83@gmail.com 
Til: 

 websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
Mr. Emnetu, I Thank you so much for 
shining the light on our grandfathers life 
story. I really admire your hard work & 
dedication in making sure that his 
wonderful legacy is not buried with him or 
is left as a word of mouth. I really 
appreciate you for bringing my 
grandfather's Heroic life story to light. 
Thanks again and may God Bless you for 
being the voice of the forgotten Eritrean 
Heroes. 
 
Almaz Yosef Kahsay  
 

 

 

 

 

RE: Biography of Blatta Kahsay Malu 
6. februar 2017  15.39  25 KB 

 Teclemariam, Habte M 

'websiteupdate@emnetu.com' 

Congratulations on your commitment to teach us 

about our heroes. You must have a lot of energy 

to do this. Sometimes, I feel like calling it a day 

and retire, which I can do anytime but have to 

continue working for one reason or another. I 

have some health issues to take care of. 

Probably hospital check-up in two weeks for a 

 

RE: Biography of Blatta Kahsay Malu 

Debessay, Araya 

Selam Emnetu, 
  
First of all, let me congratulate you for the 
invaluable contribution you are making.  The 
manuscript you have prepared of the biography 
of  Blatta Kahsay Malu is  an important 
historical document as you pointed out.  Keep 
up the good work. 
  



small medical repair. Hope to hear more from 

your successful initiatives which are helping 

people know about their history through 

biography. 
 

Take care, Habte 

Just last weekend, I met Isak Gebrat and we 
were mentioning you.  I remember the time you 
honored us by dropping to see us.  Short as 
your visit was, it was something we cherished 
so much. 
  
Regards  Araya 
 

 

RE: Biography of Blatta Kahsay 

Malu 
2. februar 2017  17.13  11 KB 

Bereket Andemicael 

  
Dear Brother and friend Emnetu : 
  
Thank you for all the work and research 
in collecting the facts about fellow famous 
Eritreans and their contribution to our country. 
Most importantly, sharing and presenting it in 
simple, clear biography form is outstanding. 
No need to repeat what Yohannes stated on his 
comments regarding Aboy Bletta 
Kahsay's  closeness to our family.    
  
Dear Emnetu, 
  
Sorry to heard about Adena Wuhbet's passing. 
Yohannes and Berhanyukun were lucky to be 
able to attend the burial services and meet every 
one there in Mendefera. 
BTW, if you do not mind and you have it, please 
let me know the phone numbers of Gideon, 
Mussie and Iassu. 
  
All the best  
Bereket Andemicael 

 

Re: Biography of Blatta Kahsay Malu 
2. februar 2017  04.08  27 KB 

yohannes andemicael 
Til: 

 websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
 

Dear Emnetu, Thank you for the biography of 
Aboy Blatta Kahsay. Also, thank you for the nice 
pictures and  videos of Dekutsna and its 
environs. Though I was born and raised in 
Mendefera, I always strived to visit my father's 
original birth place. I recall going there during 
arba'nsa once at the age of 8 or 9. That's it. 
Now, you have given me the motivation to go 
there on my next visit to Eritrea!!. 

My father used to tell us similar stories of Aboy 
Blatta Kahsay. He (aboy Blatta) always stayed in 
our house during his Mendefera visits, according 
to my parents, together with his companions 
(guards). Windows were to be kept closed 
during his stays and one guard outside at most 
times. The mule was feed fresh grass and 
some barley!!  

As usual, job well done Emnetu.!! 

yohannes andemicael 

 

 

 
 

Re: Blatta Kahsai Malu 
1. februar 2017  23.31  3,3 MB 
: 
Yemane Asfedai 

 
Dear Emnetu, 
Congratulations, surely this takes so much of 
your time and energy to write and re-write, go 
through lots of stuff. Well at least you have 
done it. It is such pleasure to learn something 

 
 
Selam Emnetu Hawey 
 
Thanks again for the link to your pe-ublications. 
Have already read part of the 'Blatta Kahsai" 
fascinating and well-done story. Great job. I 
remember him well, as he stayed with us in 
Mendefera whenever he visited the 
Commissariato, and had to sleep in a different 
part of of the house,for safety from his 'enemies'. 
He was a good friend of my father and he enjoyed 
discussing also with my mother,and allowed us 
children to sta and listen. Opening a government 



of a personality which everyone seems to 
have forgotten atleast by those who is 
know by in person or hear of him. I would not 
surprised if you were to ask Dejazmatch 
Misghina Almedom, who is still alive in his 
90's if he knew him or met him, I suspect he 
may have done so as a young person 
working for Semunawit Gazeta Ertra, est. by 
BMA 1941 -1952. I am currently looking 
these papers at the British Library whereby 
they are kept in Microfilm about four bundles 
covering that period. 
 
To read the coverage of news, features, 
history, places, obituaries, ...ect..is 
incredible; one thing I noticed the language, 
the way it is constructed which surely does 
not exist now. It was written in High Tigrinya.  
 
Having skimmed through the biography 
perhaps the person may have been 
mentioned at the late 1949 edition which I will 
look up very carefully, and will let you know, 
and I am happy to send you a copy scan, 
which the machine could do automatically.   
 
I am attaching for instance school closing day 
outside wengelawit bet-christian, you will see Keshi 
Tron demonstrating something and two other scans. 
I have not forgotten about Keshi Svenson Anders, I 
have not seen anything yet, I think your best bet is 
either Asmara, Tsegai wedi Keshi Gebreslassie or in 
Sweden. 
-  
Kind regards, 
 
Yemane Asfedai 

school in Deki Tsunai must have been one of the 
issues because of Aboy's connections as a 
teacher with good links to Major Kynaston Snell 
and links to the SDO Commissario.  
 
Note: When he was killed, Aboy and his Logo 
Chiwa friends made sure that his son, Solomon 
(then a teacher in Mendefera) 
should be confirmed as Meslene in Debaroa., 
which Blatta Kahsai was in line for. 
Please share with Gideon and Mussie aas I 
cannot quickly find them in my list. 
 
I hope to see you all when I visit Scandinavia 
again. 
 
Berhan Andemicael Dr. 
 

Berhan Tecle 

Selam Emnetu, 
  
It was nice to connect with you. I have seen 
the draft of Aboy Blatta Kahsay Malu’s bio 
and look forward to reading it in its final 
form. As I said in the phone call you are 
filling a big gap in revisiting the lives of 
Eritreans that history somehow have either 
ignored or remained unrecognized for their 
contributions. Please let me know if there is 
anything I can do. 
  
My email 
address: btecle@ultrafinetechnologies.com 
  
Berhan 
  

 Berhan Tecle, Ph.D. 

Ultrafine Technologies, Inc 
 

 

 

 
 
 

Re: Biography of Blatta Kahsay Malu 
2. februar 2017  00.48  16 KB 
Fra: 

 

Robel Yosef Kahsay 

 
Selam Emnetu, 

 
 

 

Selam Robel. Thank you for the 
message. I don’t think we have met 
before and probably you are not aware of 
the campaign to reinstate our forgotten 
heroes. 

mailto:btecle@ultrafinetechnologies.com


 
I appreciate your efforts to bring our 
grand father's story to the front and I am 
thankful for that. I have looked at the 
document very quickly, and I am sorry to 
tell you that I have a concern, please 
read. 
 
There was a great amount of effort by 
Memhir Tekeste to write a book about my 
grand father and he has produced a draft 
which I helped to make an electronic 
copy. I had circulated the electronic copy 
of his book draft to family members for 
feedback. The question is, if you have 
access to that draft book somehow and 
used material from it, did you contact 
memhir Tekeste for permission?  
 
 
I hope you understand, it was only my 
judgment that I shared his book draft with 
my family members and I will feel bad if 
(big if) his work was used without his 
permission. 
 
 
Again, I thank you for your efforts. 
 
Best, 
Robel   

 

 

Thank you for explaining the origin of the 
document and how you were involved in 
its circulation. I fully understand your 
concern, but Robel as I have stated it 
clearly in the biography, I was jubilant to 
find a testimony of a primary source 
which is difficult to find nowadays. I got a 
copy of the document from Asmara and I 
tried to contact memhir Tekeste without 
any success. The aim was simply to 
appreciate his work, explain to him the 
current campaign of writing biographies, 
ask him to make quotations from his 
work, and ask him for more information 
that I particularly focused on. But, unable 
to talk to him, I used part of the 
information in his document and fully 
quoted, property fully acknowledged and 
bestowed gratitude for keeping rare 
information.   

I heard only recently a couple of weeks 
ago that he passed away in the U.S. and 
buried in Eritrea. I don’t think there is 
more to do. 

The information has to be used, we can’t 
let it be buried. 

Cheers, Emnetu 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Hello writers of Emnetu.com, 
 
My name is Luwam Thomas and I 
have read through some of the articles 
on your website and what you are 
doing is wonderful. It is very important 
to document our Eritrean biographical 
history of important figures and in a 
database for people to access at any 
time. Thank you for your efforts. 

Luwam Thomas 

 
Den 23. mai 2018 kl. 02.30.53 +02.00 skrev Tedros Goitam 

Abraha <dermas1988@gmail.com>: 

To: 

Webmaster 

 

Name: 

Tedros Goitam Abraha 

 

Email: 

dermas1988@gmail.com 

 

Subject: 

http://emnetu.com/
mailto:dermas1988@gmail.com
mailto:dermas1988@gmail.com


Luwam 
Thomas <luwam.thomas@gmail.com> 

 
To:comments@emnetu.com 
Mar 8, 2018 at 11:03 PM 

 
Thanks very much, I appreciate it a lot. 
Yes I would like to be on your 
subscribers list. By the way, are you 
the same person who wrote a study on 
the Embelta instrument? That 
document is a treasure 
Luwam Thomas 
 

Re: Emnetu: Selam ato Tesfay 
24. mai 2018  00.09  12 KB 

abraha tedros goitam 
 
ሰላም 

ክብረት ይሃበለይ ኣቶ ተስፋኢ ሕራይ አሞ 
ከምኡ ክገብር ኢየ አሞ ፡ዝረኸብኩዎ ሓበሬታ 

ክሰደልካ ኢየ ።  ዕድመን ጥዕናን ይሃብካ ክሳብ 
ሾዑ ። ከምኡ ወን ክብረት ይሃበለይ ከምዚ 
ጌርካ ግዝየ ዝሃብካኒ ፡ብጣዕሚ ይመስግነካ ። 
ሰላምን ዕረፍትን ዝመልኣ ስሙን ይግበረልካ 

። ሰላም  

 

Den ons 23 maj 2018 10:52 

<comments@emnetu.com> skrev: 
መርሓባ ሓወይ ተድሮስ ጎይተኦም። 
ብመጀመርተ ብደብዳደ ዝረኸብካኒ ከመስግነካ 
እፈቱ። ብዛዕባ ስዉእ ጅግና ሓወቦኻ ብዘይ 
መጠን ዉሑድ እየ ሰሚዐ ዘለኹ ብጽሑፍ ግን 
የብለይን። ብወገንካ ማለት ቤተሰብኩም 
ይኹኑ ካልኦት ዝፈልጥዎ እንተረኸብካ ሓበረታ 
ክትኣኻኽብ ጀምር። ኣነውን ብወገነይ ከምኡ 
ክገብር እየ። ዋላ እቲ ሓበሬታ ይንኣስ ምእንቲ 
ብኡ ኣቢሉ ተረሲዑ ከይተርፍ ክትኣኻኽብ 
ይመኽረካ። ስእሊ ይኹን ዝኾነ ንሱ ዝበሎ ወይ 
ዝገበሮ መዝግቦ። እንዳሓተትካ ታሪኹ ዝፈልጡ 
ውን መዝግብ። ምስተኣከበ ክሕግዘካ ይኽእል 
እየ ኣመዓራርየ ከም ትጽሓፍ ክገብር። ምዃን 
ሎሚ ኣጸቢቐ ይደክም ስለ ዘለኹ ብዙሕ 

ኣይኮነን ሎሚ ክገብሮ ዝኽእል። ኣብቲ contact 

list ከእትወካ እየ እሞ እቲ ሓድሽ ዝወጸ 
ቀልጢፍካ ምእንቲ ክትረኽቦ። ሰላም ቅንያት። 

እምነቱ    

 

FISSIHAYE ABRAHA FIKAK 

Selam ato Tesfay 

 

Message: 

selam zikeberika ato Tesfay ,simey Tedros Goitam Abraha 

iyu.Bimikisal simkan sirahkan hibubnetkan kab eritrawian 

ahwat rekibeyo kemu wen bitammi mesituni kuku gizye iye ab 

website natka zatu . mikniyatu bzuh bzaba tariq kimihar sile 

zideli kemu wen tariq nay GINA SIWU HAWEBOY 

FISSIHAYE ABRAHA FIKAK kemu wen sili natu inte aleka 

dihay kithibeni iye bikibri yhatit . yekeniyeley kibret yhabeley . 

Tedros Goitam Abraha 

kab stockholm sweden 

tele 0046700995686 

 

Re: Emnetu Contact: የቐንየለይ 
23. februar 2018  00.49  13 KB 

KT Araya 
 

ሰላም እምነቱ! 

ብሻዓ ምምላስካ የቐንየለይ እብል። ኣብ ዝርዝር-ስማት እትራኸቦም 

ሰባት፡ እንተ ኣእተኻኒ ፍታወ እዩ። ከም'ቲ ኣብ መእተዊ ዝሓበርክዎ፡ 

ኣብ ምፍልጥ ታሪኽ ስነ-ጽሑፍ ኣግደስ እኳ እንተኾኑኩ፡ ቀንዲ 
ምርምራዊ ኣቓልቦይ ኣብ ጽሕፈት ትግርኛ እዩ። ጽሑፋት ቀደም ሃሰስ 

ዝብለሉ፡ ስርዓተ-ጽሕፈቱን ኣጽሓሕፋ ቃላትን ከመይ ከምዝነበረ 
ንምፍላጥን ምስ እዚ ሕጂ ዘሎ እዋን ቅጥዒ ንምትሓዝን እዩ። ምስ 
እዚ ዝተተሓሓዘ፡ ጽሑፋት ግእዝ እውን እድህስስ እየ። 

 

ብተወሳኺ፡ ካብ'ተን ኣብ መርበብካ ዝረኣኽወን ዝርዝራት ሓንቲ፡ ዕዮ 
ኣብርሃም ነጋሽ ኣላ። ኣብርሃም ነጋሽ ኣመሓይሽዋ ከከወን 

ኣብ https://scholarcommons.scu.edu/library/131/ ተመልከት።  ኣብ 
ትሕዝቶኣ ዘሎኒ ርእይቶ ንኣብርሃም ኣካፍለዮ፡ ንሱ እውን ኣጊብሉ 

ኣሎ። ኣብ ኣጽሓሕፋኣ ዘሎ ገምጋም ገና ይቕጽል ኣሎ።  

 

ኣብ ኢንተርነት ዝጽሕፎ "ብሎግ" 

ኣብ arayakt.wordpress.com ይርከብ። 

 

--ኣርኣያ   

 
 
 
 

 

 

mailto:comments@emnetu.com
https://scholarcommons.scu.edu/library/131/
http://arayakt.wordpress.com/


 
2018-02-21 16:17 GMT-

07:00 <comments@emnetu.com>: 
 
ሰላም ኣርኣያ። ክጠቕመካ ዝኽእል ጽሑፋት ብምርካብካ 
ተሓጒሰ። ኣድላዪ ኮይኑ እንተረኺብካዮ ውን ገሊኡ ናይ 
ቀደም ጽሑፋት ዘለኒ ምስ ኢመይል ኣላጊበ ክሰደልካ 

ይኽእል እየ። እንተደሊኻ ውን ኣብ ናተይ contact list 
ከእትወካ ይኽእል እየ። ሓንቲ ዝወዳእክዋ ታሪኽ ሂወት ኣላ 

ኣብዚ ቀረባ መዓልታት ናብቶም ናተይ contacts ክዝርግሓ 
እየ። ሰላም ቅነ። እምነቱ 

 

Den 20. februar 2018 kl. 21.46.18 +01.00 skrev 

Araya Kassa <ktaraya1@gmail.com>: 

To: 

Webmaster 

 

Name: 

Araya Kassa 

 

Email: 

ktaraya1@gmail.com 

 

Subject: 
የቐንየለይ 

 

Message: 

ሰላም! 

ኣብ ምምዕባል ትግርኛ እግደስ እየ። ቀንዲ ኣትኵሮያ ኣብ 

“እሩምን ምዕሩይን” ጽሕፈት ኮይኑ መጽሓፍቲ ህጻናት 
ንኣብ ዲዮስጵራ 

እውን እጽሕፍ እየ። ንእቲ ዘጓንፈኒ ጽሑፋት ቀደም፡ 

ብፍላይ ኣብ መባእታ ዝነበረ፡ ኣብ’ዛ መርበብ ብምርካበይ 
ኣዝየ ከመስግን እፈትው። የቐንየለይ። 

ኣርኣያ ካሳ 

ካልጋሪ፡ ካናዳ። 

 

Sent from (ip address): 68.145.60.59 

(S01061c1b689f863e.cg.shawcable.net) 

Date/Time: 20th February 2018 9:46 pm 

Coming from 

(referer): http://www.emnetu.com/contact-us/ 

 

 

Emnetu Contact: thanks with admiration 
2. desember 2017  15.52  3 KB 
 
Name: 
Awet T. Weldemichael 
 
Email: 
awet.tewelde@gmail.com 
 
Subject: 
thanks with admiration 
 
Message: 
Dear Emnetu: 
My name is Awet, and I teach at Queen's 
University in Canada. 
 
I am writing to express my utmost admiration 
and gratitude for all your work to make these 
important personal collections accessible to 
the public. As a historian, I can not tell you how 
exciting it is to access your rich archives. I look 
forward to using your collections in my own 
research and writing; and I will make sure to 
duly acknowledge you and your sources. 
Perhaps it may be useful to advise visitors and 
researchers like me how to cite and 
acknowledge your sources. Because it would be 
important that we maintain the integrity of your 
sources and properly acknowledge them. 
Thank you for all your heroic contributions to our 
national cause and thank you for your 
documentation and sharing of your archives. 
 

Sincerely, 
Awet 
 

 

 
 

Dear ato Emnetu 
 
Thanks you so much ato Emnetu for the 
big work u done to write the biography of 
my grandfather Blatta Kahsay Malu. It's 
really great jop. Thank you for adding me 
in your contact list. 
 
Mewael Amanuel 
 

 
 

SV: Biography of Azmatch Berhe 

Gebrekidan 
28. februar 2019  08.50  23 KB 
Fra: 

eyassu tesfay 
Til: 

websiteupdate@emnetu.com 

What a great job of a great person!!!! 

mailto:comments@emnetu.com
mailto:ktaraya1@gmail.com
mailto:ktaraya1@gmail.com
http://s01061c1b689f863e.cg.shawcable.net/
http://www.emnetu.com/contact-us/
mailto:awet.tewelde@gmail.com


 

 

 

 

Emnetu Contact: Martha 

Mebrahatu 
24. oktober 2017  23.10  3 KB 
To: 
Webmaster 
 
Name: 
ሃብተኣብ የማነ ዑቕባዝጊ 
 
Email: 
yirghabteab@gmail.com 
 
Subject: 
Martha Mebrahatu 
 

Message: 
ዝተኸበርካ ኣቶ እምነቱ 
ኣነ መንደፈራ ተወሊደ ዝዓበኹ፣ ኣቦኻ መም/ተስፋይ 
መዘንግዕ ብቖልዓይ ናይ ሞራልን ግብረገብነት 
ዝመሃሩኒን ገለ ካብቲ 
ኣብ ሰብኣዊ ህይወተይ ካብ ዝኽተሎም ናይ 
ነውርታትን ክብርታትን መዓቀኒ ድማ ካብቲ ሽዑ 
ዝተማሃርክዎ እዩ።  

ብዛዕባ'ቲ ታሪኽ "ጀጋኑ" ኤርትራውያን እትጽሕፎ 
ዘለኻ ድማ ብዙሕ ይጠቕመና ኣሎ። ሕጂ ድማ 
ብዛዕባ ሕጽይቲ ዶ/ር ማርታ መብራህቱ ትጽሕፍ 
ከምዘለኻ ምስ ኣንቶንዮ ተስፋይ ኣብ ዝገበርካዮ ቃለ 
መሕትት ሰሚዔዮ። ብወገነይ ንማርታ'ኳ 
እንተዘየርከብኩላ በቲ ዝሰማዕክዎን ዘንበብክዎን 
ኣዝያ በላሕን ደፋርን ከምዝነበረት፣ ኣሽምባይ ንደቂ 

ኣንስትዮ ንደቂ ተባዕትዮ'ውን ትሕለቕን 
ትምክተሎምን ከምዝነበረት እቲ ኣብ እዋን ሞታ ነቲ 
ፍሉጥ ናይ ተመሃሮ ፕረዚደንት ዝነበረ ዋለልኝ 
መኮነን ክትከላኽል ኣብ ቅድሚኡ ከምዝተሰጥሐት 
ዘርኢ ስእሊ ኣብ ናይ ቀይሽብር ስማእታት ሙዝየም 
ዝረኸብክዎ ስእሊ ይሰደልካ።  

ብዘይካዚ ኣብቲ ተራሮች ያንቀጠቀጠ ትውልድ ዝብል 
ሓደ ዓንቀጽ ብዛዕብኣ ስለዘሎ እንተትውከሶ ክሕግዝ 
ይኽእል ዝብል እምነት ኣሎኒ። 
 

ሓውኻ 
ሃብተኣብ የማነ 
 

 

Emnetu Contact: Massage of 

appreciation 
9. oktober 2017  11.28  3 KB 
Fra: Tesfaldet Mehari Debessai 
To: 
Webmaster 
 
Name: 
Tesfaldet Mehari Debessai 
 
Email: 
tesfit_geosami@hotmail.com 
 
Subject: 
Massage of appreciation 
 
Message: 
I am the son of the late Mehari Debessai. I live 
in Sweden. I would like thank you for your 
relentless efforts in the past during the 
armed struggle. I admire and appreciate your 
role. I follow your blog and I am attracted by the 
contents of your blog in general but also by 
the by the biography of all the remarkable 
Eritreans who contributed a lot. Yesterday a 
friend of mins sent me an article about the 
beloved martyre Tikue Yehdego a lifelong 
comrade and friend of my dad. In the article 
particularly in the foto album some of the 
prominent figures and members of Haraka and 
elfand EPLF like Martyres Kidane, Wolday, 
Tikue, Wolderufiel, Nuray, Solomon... etc of 
course all friends and comrades in arms of my 
dad. To say the least they are all part of a 
remarkable generation. All the biographies 
particularly those of Kidane Kiflu and Tikue are 
heart touching. I would like to meet you 
via telefon (social medea ) if you will and can. 
My phone number is 
0046762361944. 
Wish you all the best. 
Best begärts 
Testandet Mehari 
 
Sent from (ip address): 195.196.62.7 
(195.196.62.7) 
Date/Time: 9th October 2017 11:28 am 
Coming from 
(referer): http://www.emnetu.com/contact-us/ 

 

 

mailto:yirghabteab@gmail.com
mailto:tesfit_geosami@hotmail.com
http://www.emnetu.com/contact-us/


Sent from (ip address): 213.55.176.140 
(213.55.176.140) 
Date/Time: 24th October 2017 11:10 pm 
Coming from 
(referer): http://www.emnetu.com/contact-us/ 
Using (user agent): Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
10.0; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/61.0.3163.100 
Safari/537.36 

 

 

 

 
 

Emnetu Contact: Memhr Isac 

Teweldemedhin 
30. august 2017  20.30  2 KB 

Desalegn Abraha 
To: Webmaster 
 
Name: 
Desalegn Abraha 
 
Email: 
desalegn.abraha@his.se 
 
Subject: 
Memhr Isac Teweldemedhin 
 
Message: 
Dear Emnetu, 
I don't think that you can remember me as it has 
been a long time since we haven't met. This is 
Desalegn from Addis Ababa University in the 
1970s. I want you to help me as to how I can get 
a copy of the book written about Memhir Isac 
Teweldemedhin. 
BR 
Desalegn 
 
Sent from (ip address): 95.109.0.12 
(ip12.openbit.riksnet.nu) 
Date/Time: 30th August 2017 8:30 pm 
(referer): http://www.emnetu.com/contact-us/ 

 
 

Emnetu Contact: your neighbour 

from GezaBanda 
26. november 2016  23.50  2 KB 

Awalom Tsehaie 
To: Webmaster 
 
Name: 
Awalom Tsehaie 
 
Email: 
awalom.tsehai@gmail.com 
 
Subject: 
your neighbour from GezaBanda 
 
Message: 
ዝኸበርካ ሐው እምነቱ መምህር ተስፋይ፡ 
ከመይ ኣሎኻ፣ 
ኣነ ኣብ ጀርመን እነብር ኣለኹ። 
 
ጸሃየ ኣውዓሎም__ብሬመን 

 
Sent from (ip address): 31.17.250.119 
(ip1f11fa77.dynamic.kabel-deutschland.de) 
Date/Time: 26th November 2016 11:50 pm 
Coming from 
(referer): http://www.emnetu.com/contact-us/ 
 

 
 

 
On Fri, Mar 1, 2019 at 8:57 AM Berhane 
Woldemichael  
 
<berhanewoldemichael@yahoo.co.uk> wrote: 
 
Hi Emnetu, 

 

Re: Biography of Azmatch Berhe 

Gebrekidan 
1. mars 2019  16.32  12 KB 

Tesfai Tsehaie 

http://www.emnetu.com/contact-us/
mailto:desalegn.abraha@his.se
http://www.emnetu.com/contact-us/
mailto:awalom.tsehai@gmail.com
http://www.emnetu.com/contact-us/
mailto:berhanewoldemichael@yahoo.co.uk


 
Wow! You have produced, yet again, a 
biography of Azmatch Berhe, another Eritrean 
hero! I believe the many biographies you have 
produced will  be great source of 
encouragement to the current generation of 
Eritreans in resurrecting the mind set or attitude 
of 'I must stand for my country'!!!  
Congra my good brother for a job well done!! 
Berhane. 

 
 

websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
You did it again, dear brother Emnetu Tesfai! 
 It is a master piece - kudos to you. The energy 
you have, to do all that research, the patience, 
the attitude, and finally the will to do. "If I don't, 
who will" kind of strong attitude you have. 
 The coming generation will be inspired by your 
work and Hopefully will follow your steps. 
Thank you Emnetu, and keep up the good job 
you always do. 
Tesfai Tsehaie 

 

 

 

 

Emnetu Contact: 150th 

Anniversary @ Stockholm 
11. mai 2016  23.59  2 KB 

Yemane Asfedai 
To: Webmaster 
 
Name: 
Yemane Asfedai 
 
Email: 
asfedai@gmail.com 
 
Subject: 
150th Anniversary @ Stockholm 
 
Message: 
Greetings, 
I am sorry did not catch your name although you 
have only written your web pages; which I found 
extremely exciting one and enlightening one. 
The sum of the information you have compiled in 
no doubt invaluable; I used to admire isaias.blog 
which saddly impossible to leave feedback at all. 
In time I will more frequetly refer to your pages 
for more infomation. 
I like to know more about Memhir Melles Sahle 
which I see his photo, is the gentleman alive ? I 
met the gentleman in Asmara in 2001 and the 
gentlman had so much to tell me about my 
grand parents better than what I know. 
I could go on and on ....I will trawl your pages 
from time to time and any feed back will write to 
you.This is my direct email address: 
Asfedai@gmail.com 
Kind regards, 
Yemane Mengustu Asfedai 
 
Ps. Please pass my regards to your brother 

 

Emnetu Contact: Biography book  
24. april 2016  20.41  2 KB 

Girmai Kahassi 
 

To: Webmaster 
 
Name: 
Girmai Kahassi 
 
Email: 
bokrila@gmail.com 
 
Subject: 
Biography book coming out soon 
 
Message: 
Hello Emnetu, Fortunately Mohamed Berhan 
Wedi Blata suggested to me to contact you 
regarding my interest in writing Biography of our 
Heroes/Heroines.We can talk on the phoen in 
detail. I can call you if you send me your 
phone number.Hope to hear from you soon. 
 
Sent from (ip address): 108.49.117.30 
(pool-108-49-117-30.bstnma.fios.verizon.net) 
Date/Time: 24th April 2016 8:41 pm 
Coming from 
(referer): http://www.emnetu.com/contact-us/ 

 

Re: Biography of Azmatch Berhe 

Gebrekidan 
1. mars 2019  17.23  22 KB 

Girmai Kahassai 

berhanewoldemichael@yahoo.co.uk 

mailto:asfedai@gmail.com
mailto:bokrila@gmail.com
http://www.emnetu.com/contact-us/


Muse. 
 
Sent from (ip address): 95.150.56.63 
(95.150.56.63) 
Date/Time: 11th May 2016 11:59 pm 
Coming from 
(referer): http://www.emnetu.com/contact-us/ 
Using (user agent): Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 
5.1; rv:43.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/43.0 

 
 
 

Kopi: 

websiteupdate@emnetu.com, Abeba 

Abraha, abede tesfay (175 flere) 
Dear Emnetu, 
You did it again!  
You have unearthed a forgotten history of an 
Eritrean Hero, someone who sacrificed his entire 
life for his country. You have inspired us all.  
Thank you 
Girmai Bokre 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

SV: Biography of Azmatch Berhe 

Gebrekidan 
27. februar 2019  20.22  24 KB 
Fra: 

David H. Iyassu 
Til: 

websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
Kopi: 

Emnetu Tesfay 

Dear Emnetu , 
 
I would like to Thank You for the 
Biography Of Azmach Berhe 
Gebrekidan and I will read it with 
pleasure . 
 
Warm Regards 
 
Dawit 

Re: Announcement of a new 

biography release 
28. februar 2018  17.16  11 KB 

Fra: 

SHAMAR MAINTENANCE 

Til: 

websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
Thanks,once again,you are my hero. I am 
passing your message to the grandson  

 
 

VB: Announcement of a new 

biography release 
17. mars 2018  09.42  19 KB 
Fra: 

David H. Iyassu 
Til: 

Habtom Yohannes GM 
Kopi: 

Emnetu Tesfay 4, Emnetu Tesfay 
Hello Yohannes , 
 
Long time no hear or talk ! 
 
I hope you & your family members are all fine. 
 
Did ever Heard a name Emnetu Tesfay ? If no , 
he is an eritrean who contributed a lot to the 
liberation of Eritrea as a free , human , 
nationalisi & caring human being. 
 
He read your note on FB you wrote about Teg 
Dr. Nerayo T . so he is happy fior your try 
...Emnetu is one of Dr. Nerayo Close friends too. 
 
If you want to read Ther Biographies of our 
Eritrean Heroes then you should visit Emnetu 
Tesfai website that is named after his name & 
second name so easy to find plus I promise to 
post you the two TV interview they did with ET 
too. 
 
Have a good weekend 
 
Dawit 

 

http://www.emnetu.com/contact-us/


 

 

 

Angående: Biography of Tukue Yehdego 
8. oktober 2017  11.04  9 KB 

Fessha Admekom 

Til: Father Emnetu 

websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
Good job father Emnetu, I am proud of you 

Sendt fra Yahoo Mail på Android 
 
 

 

Re: Biography of Tukue Yehdego 
8. oktober 2017  01.49  11 KB 

Abraham Yayeh 

Til: websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
ኣምላኽ ህይወትካን ህይወት ስድራቤትካን ልዑል ውፅኢት 
ዘለዎ ታሪኻዊ ስራሕትኻን ይባርኽ፡፡ ስራሕትኻ በብእዋኑ 
ስለዝተካፍለኒ ክብረት ይሃበለይ፡፡  

Kind regards, 
Abraham Yateh 

 

 

 

SV: Announcement of a new 

biography release 
6. mars 2018  15.40  26 KB 
Fra: 

Ezra Gebremedhin 
Til: 

websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
 

Dear Brother Emnetu! I have gone 
through your work, somewhat quickly, 
knowing the risks connected with 
waiting for better times and deeper 
reading. This is a highly impressive work 
of documentation and 'narrative'! Here is 
history, culture, education, politics, 
tradition as reflected in the life of one 
Eritrean, of whom I had no idea before! 
Thank you for the work of enlightenment 
and the preservation of heritage that you 
are doing. That the contacts of 
Dejazmatch Mehari Andemeskel and my 
uncle Wol Wol and his colleagues was 
so open-minded and generous on 
sensitive political issues makes me 
happy.  
 
I don't have anything to add right now. 
What does the knowledgeable Alem-
Seged say on your subject?  Have you 
seen the biography of Wol Wol by Dawit 

 
 

Re: Announcement of a new 

biography release 
1. mars 2018  11.26  13 KB 
Fra: 

Berhane Woldemichael 
Til: 

websiteupdate@emnetu.com, Gideon 

Tesfai, Eyassu Tesfay (1 flere) 

Dear Emnetu, 
Another great work again! 
Congratulations!! I admire the efforts 
you put in gathering the required 
information for the biographies you 
produce; which, I trust, will be important 
starting points for future researchers 
interested to further deepen the work on 
any of them.  
 
'HawKa', 
Berhane.  
 
 

SV: Announcement of a new 

biography release 
28. februar 2018  13.43  34 KB 
Fra: 

eyassu tesfay 
Til: 

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/mobile/?.src=Android


Mesfin? Any additional facts in that 
book? 
 
God bless your very important work and 
give you energy to complete it. 
Ezra 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

websiteupdate@emnetu.com, Abeba 

Abraha, abede tesfay (167 flere) 

Hi big brother! 
 
Yet another amazing work and historic 
contribution. We are highly proud of 
you!  
 
Eyassu Tesfay 
Stockholm, Sweden 

 

 

 

 

 

SV: Revised biography of Tukue Yehdego 
5. november 2017  18.08  25 KB 

David H. Iyassu 
Hello Emnetu , 

You did  a great work to prepare the Biography 
Of Tukue Yehdego . 

Tukue Yehdeg0 that emerges this biography is a 
man of impressive resolove , and stunning 
revolutionary skills.....An engrossing read. 

Thanks a lot for sharing this Learning story . 

Dawit Habteyesus Iyassu 

 
 

SV: Biography of Tukue Yehdego 
8. oktober 2017  19.49  29 KB 
Fra: 

Mussie Redab Danjew 
Til: 

kiros hagos, assefaw tewelde (141 flere) 
Dear Emnetu! 

 

It is time that we search our souls, ours historical 
souls, 

 
 

Re: Revised biography of Tukue 

Yehdego 
4. november 2017  15.20  10 KB 
Fra: 

Amha Domenico 
Til: 

websiteupdate@emnetu.com 

Selam Emnetu, 
 
It may be belated. But still, allow me to 
express my deep appreciation of your 
seminal moves to look into the history of 
our beleaguered nation. Search into the 
origins of what seems to be our 
structural mess.  There is something 
"liberating" into, let me call it, the 
"Emnetu Method"! Turng every and 
each stone, last but not least of what 
has happened ab mieda if ever we 
are to come to grips with our inextricable 
current relity? I hope that many others, 
particularily the coming générations, 
will delve with gusto, expertise, and 
clear minds, into the whys and hows of 
our predicament. 
 
With respect, HawKa, 
Amha      
 



You have began to dare with the biggest 
challenge to our generation; Linking the 50s to 
todays youth. 

I appreciate your works. I dont know if I can 
participate with my microscopic ability. I would 
do erything to support you. 

You have inspired me. 

 

Thank you Emnetu! 

Mussie Dagnew 
 

 
 

Re: Biography of Tukue Yehdego 
8. oktober 2017  13.22  25 KB 

Fra: 

Kubrom Dafla Hosabay 

Til: 

Michael Haile, websiteupdate@emnetu.com 

Thanks Emnetu for your immense work 
Kubrom 

 

 

 

 

 
 

SV: Biography of Tukue Yehdego 
9. oktober 2017  03.26  35 KB 

Fra: 

David H. Iyassu 

Til: 

kiros hagos, assefaw tewelde (141 flere) 
Dear Emnetu , 

 

Thanks a lot for sharing the Life of Tukue Yehdegho ! 

 
There was no culture of writing Autobiography  & Biography in Eritrean history what we 
knew or  learned was by hearing the great stories told by our elder sincere Eritreans. Yes, 
some Eritreans  Like The Late Michael Hashema left their Memories written in a book form 
before he passed away  but in the last years  our people start to write their memoir for ex. 
Prof. Bereket Habte Selassie wrote his Autobiography in two Volume , The Late 
Dr.Seyoume Haregot  etc while there are many Ethiopians who wrote their Mdemoir or 
others wrote theie Life history . 
If we go back to the begining of 19 Century A Swedish Historian called Yohannes 
Kolmedin wrote , an historical book called Zanta Tseazzega & Hazegha in 1906. 
 
I really admire & appriciate our brother Emnetu Tesfai to write the memories , biography of 
Our Eritrean brothers & sisters who made history in the history of Eritrea but forgotten . 
 
Emnetu wrote , Tegadalai Tukue Yehdego `s Life,  has mirrored that of our country , ever 
since Eritrea`s revolution, when he was a Young man. His & Eritrean`s stories , memories 
are dramatic , fateful , and crucial to the entire Eritrea or the Horn of Africa. 
 



A retired , Eritrean historian offers this widely discused , hotly disputted memoir of this 
Eritrean hero exploits , seizure of political power in the late 50th and transition from Hazie 
Haile Selassie rule to Dergue`s and from the dergue to the   EPLF`s rule. 
 
At last , I want to remember & admire  Three Eritrean historians , writers who are 
contributing a lot to our people , the horn of africa and the rest of our World by cointributing 
the work of the great african men & women from our area are Emnetu Tesfai , Kassahun 
Chocole & Alemseghed Tesfai saying this I am NOT forgeting the great Eritrean scholars 
or writers  in other fields like , in Economics, Sociology ,Political science , Law , Biology or 
medicine ... 
 
Thank You A Lot for leting us read / know the poltical history of The Eritrean Hero , Tukue 
Yehdego. 
 
Sincerely Your Little brother. 
 
Dawit Habteyesus Iyassu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Re: Biography update 
12. april 2017  21.07  16 KB 
Fra: 

isaias yoseph 
Til: 

websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
Dear Emnetu, 
 
Thank you for the effort to present the biography of 
my grandfather and many 
other great Eritrean heroes. Under the current 
situation one can only hope that 
the young generation put a little effort to understand 
what those great people you 
wrote about were trying to do against all the odds and 
the price they paid for trying 
to lead the right way. 
Memhr Tekeste Habtu was planning to write a book 
about my grandfather based on 
his own narrative but I am not sure if he did. You 
quoted him in the biography you 
wrote on my GF. I am kind of surprised how you got 
access on his draft, or did he write 
a book of some sort? 
 
Best regards 
Isaias Yoseph 

 
 

 

Re: Biography of Tukue Yehdego 
8. oktober 2017  10.57  16 KB 
Fra: 

Michael Haile 
Til: 

websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
Kopi: 

kiros hagos, assefaw tewelde (137 flere) 
Dear Emnetu, 
 
Congratulations you have done a wonderful job, we 
are proud of you. 
Just minor correction: 
1. Articolo Dieci 
2. Campo Cicero 
3. Kahsay (Wedi Libi) 
4. Federation 1952 
5. E.C.W.S. Eritrean Children Welfare Society 
6. 1967 need further evidence (Asmelash Gebrezgi 
would be the best to help) 
 
Hawukha 
Shambel Michael 

 
 

 
Re: Tukue’s life story   10 oct. 2017 
 
Alazar Menghestu – alazar.menghestu@yahoo.com 
To websiteupdate@emnetu.com 
 
Selam Ato Emnetu, Thanks for an unique biography of a 

courageous and self- sacrificing countryman, the let Ato 
Tukue Yehdego. You deed a great job. I found the whole 

biography thouching, likewise a son´s letter to a father which he 

never met. 

It is true as you pointed out that, "we eritreans do not recognize our 
own heroes. All we know and read is about foreign heroes." It 

is high time now that with great pride both read our own 

history and write about heroes. 

My question as well as my dilemma is, who are our readers and to 

whom are we telling our stories? 

  

Brother, thanks ones more for your great work. 

With warm greetings, 

Alazar (qeshi). 

  

 

mailto:alazar.menghestu@yahoo.com


PS! 

Let me send to you my own contribution with great hope that you 

are willing sharing it with friends. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Mulugheta <mteferi@sbcglobal.net> 

Til:temnetu@yahoo.no 
8. okt. 2017 på 22:00 

Hi Emnetu, 
 
First of all, kudos to you for your talents and 
bravery. I enjoy reading the biography 
researches you have completed thus far and 
Tukue’s is no exception. Congratulations for a 
job well done. 
 
As I was reading Tukue’s story it reminded me 
of two pictures I came across on the internet that 
I saved from the past. I would like to share the 
below pictures for your use as you deem 
appropriate. 
 
By the way, I was elated to read about my uncle, 
Paulos Sebhatu, that you included in your story. 
Thank you and keep up the good work!  
 
Best regards, 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prof. Bereket in Tseggay 

Iyassu biography 

I feel particularly privileged 

to make a modest 
contribution to the volume on 

Tseggay Iyassu’s biography. 
I commend the efforts of 

Emnetu Tesfay, the writer of 
these biographical series in 

which Ato Tssegay is included 
in the latest addition. We 

Eritreans are endowed with a 
wealth of tremendous life 

stories of many national 

heroes. Unfortunately, such 
wealth is not accompanied by 

a commensurate initiative 
and energetic efforts to bring 

such stories to light. It is the 
reason why I accepted the 

challenge of making a 
contribution despite the time 

constraint and other 

challenges. 

Prof. Bereket Habtesellasie 
 
 
 
 

 
Letter to my father 
 

Dear Dad 
I am so proud and grateful that 
you are my dad. I have learned 

a lot from you. I miss our 
conversations and your great 

advices. You always wanted to 
argue above all politics. I miss 
you so much I would do 

anything to hear your voice for 
one more minute. I wish your 

11 grandchildren and two 
great-grandchildren had met 

you. You're gone but will not be 
forgotten, your story will live 
on. Thank you for everything 

you have done for us, despite 
the fact that we came second to 

the country. Thank you too for 
what you have done for the 
country. I love you so much!  

May your soul Rest in Peace! 
Many thanks to Emnetu Tesfay 

who has spent a great deal of 
time and effort so that your 
legacy would not be forgotten. 

From your beloved daughter   
Titi (Tiblez) 

 
Tiblez Iyassu 

 
 
Dear Emnetu 

 
Reaction to the translated gospel songs 
 
Girmai Bokre 
Boston, USA 



Thank your invaluable efforts to keep the 
history of our forgotten heroes alive and 
for your indomitable service to the nation. 
 
Sincerely,  
Tesfayesus Mehari 

 
 
 
 

Amazing! Good choices of words and tone. I will 
call you soon. Please keep it up. I am sure that 
is exactly how Mezmur Selam was created by 
creative individuals like yourself.  Girmai 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

All of the family members, 
friends and contemporaries of 
Ato.Tseggay that shared some 

of their stories with me express 
their admiration and gratitude 

to Ato. Emnetu Tesfay for 
investing so much energy and 
time to preserve some of Ato. 

Tsegay’s life story and 
contributions. I too as an 

Eritrean add my thanks and 
appreciations to Ato. Emnetu 

for his first-rate effort to 
document and preserve Ato. 
Tseggay’s and that of other 

notable Eritreans’ contributions 
in the struggle for Eritrean 

independence and freedom, for 
the generations to come.   

Dr. Gebre E. Tseggai 
 
 

 
 
Reaction to TV Sened interview 
 
 
 
Esseye Aradom2 years ago 

kab Tesfay,Norwey , nay bhaki wedi hager ms 
teenacha nber abay shim khbeka[ wedi lebam 
mahzen].zikal ente zkewn ezi tienayn edmeyn 
NEACHA eta shikoryan edmekan neay 
entengebro adi kemisha iymwezen neru.ithmek 
zibah entay kemzmesie nrio nkewn ,kemacha 
hizna tdhin gdi tkewn, amlach tmnitka 
yhabka.nber,nber. nber adi ktkber 
 
stefanos temolso2 years ago 

 
I APPRECIATE AND ADMIRE BIG BROTHER EMNETU 
BECAUSE HE IS THE ONLY PERSON WHO WROTE 
ABOUT ERITREAN NOTABLES IRRESPECTIVE OF 
POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS OR ETHNIC BACKGROUND. HE 
IS DOING WHAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN DONE BY THE 
EVIL REGIME. ISAYAS NEVER EVER WANTED TO 
REMEMBER ERITREAN HEROES OR NOTABLES 
BECAUSE HE THINKS THIS WILL BLUR HIS IMAGE. ON 
THE OTHER HAND HE ERECTED A PUSHKIN STATUE 
IN ASMARA. I ENCOURAGE EMNETU TO KEEP THIS 
NOBLE TASK 

 
Dima Hmbekun2 years ago 

Thut abnatawi eritrawi abo harbegna 
 
 
daniel teklebrhan 2 years ago 

 
Nay bhaki mesati zkone tarick but please could 
you tell us the website 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQJDE9LHig7ulfwHELpF8Tg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQJDE9LHig7ulfwHELpF8Tg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yaGQ6iLN10s&lc=UgiP638BhSEFsXgCoAEC
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfYNLDldi5PsxJWNVUlhNxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yaGQ6iLN10s&lc=UgjHIKxS8aOej3gCoAEC
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCThCt7T09CA-Ti49-2Q2R9g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yaGQ6iLN10s&lc=UgiInlTanFn51ngCoAEC
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCo1R9mB2OuhT967umHlew5w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yaGQ6iLN10s&lc=UgizWmQduOj8OXgCoAEC


 
 
 
Grmawi 271 year ago 

 
abyet jignnet edmen tienan yhabkum abona 
 
 
Tsega Gebrezgi2 years ago 

 
አይትሰከፍ ሐውና አሰናዳኢ አይተጋነነን ብወገነይ ቀይ 
ባሕርን በጭልፋ አዩ አዚ ቃል ምሕታት 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
Tsega Gebrezgi2 years ago 

ክቡር ሐውና አሰናዳኢ TV ቅድም ቀዳድም አዝየ 
የክብረክ ከምዝእያቶም ዘአምሰሉ ደጊም ተጋደልቲ 
አያታትና ነዛ ሐገር ይውፈይ ኔሩ ብዙሕ ገን አዛ ቃለ 
ምሕታት አየአገበንን ከምዚኦም ደበሉ ሰባት በዙሕ 
ከም ቤት መዘክር ድቅመጥ ዑምቅ ድበለ ታሪክ 
አለውም አሞ ካልአይ ቃለ ምሕታት ክተዳልው ነፅበይ 
አብ ውግእ ጥራይ ከይኮነ ኤርትራ ኩሉ በብፍልጠቱ 
ተጋዱልላ ነአያና እምነቱ ክቡር ምስጋናይ የቅርብ 

 
 
t abraham2 years ago 

One of the unique living proof that enabled the 
Eritrean people's struggle to survive against all 
the odds, internal weaknesses & the largest 
army in Africa with the fullest support of the 
West & east was, not the way now PFDJ 
thinks,because of being of the one Hart & of the 
same mind ,one man & vision, but of the 
involvement of all the Eritreans all over the 
world including those who work for Ethiopia. 
which we can't do it again now unfortunately 
!!!what a hero? 
 
 
 
Atlantis-942 years ago (edited) 

Thank you brother Emnetu for your great 
contribution. I didn't know about it ,I don't 
think most Eritreans know about it too. 
Unfortunately, the leadership of the Mafia 
regime deliberately ignored your great 
contribution.It is becoming clearer that the 
Regime of Isseyas never give recognition for the 

 
 
Open Mind2 years ago 

Great job,mr Emnetu because of each and every 

one has participated in the struggle,we 🇪🇷 
eritrean won over Ethiopia.... 
 
 
Araya Debessay2 years ago 

Dear Haw Emnetu, I must tell you how much I 
enjoyed listening to the interview you did with 
TV Sened. Although I had some ideas about 
your contribution during the struggle for 
Eritrean independence, I did not know the 
extent of the sacrifices you have made to come 
up with many brilliant ideas you shared with the 
leaders of the EPLF. Eritrean independence was 
not realized only by the heroic deeds of our 
freedom fighters, but there were many outside 
the country, like you, who have remained the 
unsung heroes. My hat is also off to the 
interviewer whose style of questions I admired. 
 
Tensea Berhe1 year ago 

Great interview. Mr Emnetu must have 
contributed a lot for the well being of Eritrea 
and its people. The mafia regime however is not 
open to co -operate with concerned, highly 
skilled, talented and able Eritreans. The mafia 
regime is only interested on how to control the 
people, mass media, on building prisons,,and 
torture camps , and looting the natural 
resources of the nation. The only people 
recognized by the illegal regime are, 
propagandist musicians, liars , and blind or 
zombie like educated Eritreans who are used to 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChR_UJRGfyBNTKcPK7gfQEQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChR_UJRGfyBNTKcPK7gfQEQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yaGQ6iLN10s&lc=Ugx114k6Mg_9YXskyeJ4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbIiZr9arDiLR7U_2HTk1FA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbIiZr9arDiLR7U_2HTk1FA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yaGQ6iLN10s&lc=Uggxnx4e3lXvxngCoAEC
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbIiZr9arDiLR7U_2HTk1FA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbIiZr9arDiLR7U_2HTk1FA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yaGQ6iLN10s&lc=UggAs9pR6YqO-ngCoAEC
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCe7oQy167BLD5-xRtS54PaQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCe7oQy167BLD5-xRtS54PaQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yaGQ6iLN10s&lc=Ugg3sfwmSkmMO3gCoAEC
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9FK9ucXC0OaDixH5Kr5MgA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9FK9ucXC0OaDixH5Kr5MgA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2hUsXanltw&lc=UgyBTAS63-YrSVHPLMZ4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?stzid=UgyBTAS63-YrSVHPLMZ4AaABAg&event=comments&redir_token=FbZE9_SY6mRozPkSpdee-EreHbV8MTU3MjI3OTE5NkAxNTcyMTkyNzk2&q=http%3A%2F%2Fcontribution.it%2F
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKu1WsxqrGgS8llErW8TISw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2hUsXanltw&lc=Ugz_cjUT8Tr9JGk-zAd4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9dd9ZWRPlLqpX1Ex8W5cCQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9dd9ZWRPlLqpX1Ex8W5cCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2hUsXanltw&lc=UgxJ3EFGXk1Ab1xo8ZJ4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQ85cFbN7EcaK1kvMdjn3Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2hUsXanltw&lc=UgxfSpkBwIhErvyrQa94AaABAg


even gallant fighters . There is no monument 
built for those, who sacrificed their lives. But to 
the contrary , the regime built a monument for 
the Russian man( so called related to Eritrea) in 
Asmara and also the regime remembers the 
massacre of Rwandans but ignore those 
Eritreans who perished in the Mediterranean 
SEA. Brother Emnetu , so lets not STOP here or 
give up, we need to keep fighting until the 
brutal Regime is removed and buried for ever. 
Then we will build a a Democratic and 
prosperous Nation on the grave of the brutal 
regime and its system. Thank you also brother 
Antonio for your great work. Keep it UP ! 
 
 

confuse people in diaspora . Thank you Antonio 
for inviting Mr Emnetu. 
 
 
Eyob Gojela Bein2 years ago 

ሓው እምነቱ ተስፋይ ብጣዕሚ ጽቡቅ ኣበርክቶ እዚ 
ኣበርክቶኻ ንኤርትራ ካብ መግዛእቲ ናጻ ክትወጽ 
ዘበርከትካ ሓርበኛ ኢኻ ታሪኽ ወለዶታት ክዝክረካ 
ኢዩ:: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
Aron Efrem2 years ago 
Gezeteya jhra huroy gira mbal slazilmdka kulo 
sab hade aykonan nsuo ka nhagar nihalna 
embar ni aiseyas aykonan 
 
REPLY 
 

 
Tv Sened Eritra 2 years ago 

Aron Efrem malet Aron Efrem eyu. heji 
beshmeka texewiEka Aron kitbahal jahra malet 
deyu. selemntay Aron gedifka SEB 
zeytexewaEka. Emnetu Tesfay ke Emnetu 
Tesfay kebhaln zeberketo tariK nhezbi mengar 
bekemey Jahra yekuxer. bezKone nsele 
zesemaEkayo Yemesgneka. 

 
 
Comment to Koboro show 
 
bjnmkkk6 years ago 

Prettty amazing deki adey yefkruuoom!!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Tensea Berhe1 year ago 

A very historical and important message about 
Blata Kahsay malu, who did a lot in terms of 
Logochuwa laws, education , and the well being 
of their region. Thank you very much 
 
 
MEREB INTERTAIMENT2 years ago 

የቐንየልና ኣቦይ ወልደንኪአል ከፈላ።ልቦና ዘለዎ 
ኣገላልጻ ከማኹም ይብዝሑ። ብላታ ካሕሳይ ክብሉ 
ወለድና እምበር እንታይ ንፈልጥ።ኣብ አርትራ ሓደ 
ጠርቋሽ ታሪኽ ዘለዎ ሰብ ብዙሕ ክበሃለሉ ንሰምዕ 
ኢና።ግን እቶም ዘውርየሎም ዝሰኣኑ ግን ከምዚ ናይ 
ኣቶ ብላታ ብስቕታ ታሪኾም ሕልምልም ይብል።እቲ 
ዝገርም ሕጂ ዓዲ ብላታ ዓዲ ሕማቓት ክጽዋዕን 
ክውንጀልን ይውዕል ኣሎ።ናይ ሕጂ ጀጋኑ እቶም ነቦይ 
ብላታ ዝኸድዑ ሽማምንቲን ኣብቲ ግዜ ዝነበሩ 
ሸፋቱን እዮም። 

 
Tensea Berhe1 year ago (edited) 

This is a great interview, and when you talk 
about Blata Kahsay you should also mention the 
near by villages where Blata Kahsay was well 
respected, liked, and very much missed. Thank 
you for this historical and important report. 
 
 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfOBOKfskjnVD1genFODpaw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfOBOKfskjnVD1genFODpaw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2hUsXanltw&lc=Ugz1uK-gz9ZmwYU_4XJ4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_PLCa2eS_Cu3Gg3tGM3jrw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_PLCa2eS_Cu3Gg3tGM3jrw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2hUsXanltw&lc=Ugx_tyhaFH68PiGISbp4AaABAg
https://accounts.google.com/ServiceLogin?service=youtube&uilel=3&passive=true&continue=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fsignin%3Faction_handle_signin%3Dtrue%26app%3Ddesktop%26hl%3Den-GB%26next%3D%252Fwatch%253Fv%253DP2hUsXanltw&hl=en-GB
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsUKiZcX_Kym2vdEikbHMrQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsUKiZcX_Kym2vdEikbHMrQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2hUsXanltw&lc=Ugx_tyhaFH68PiGISbp4AaABAg.8YjTwjavkZN8YoP0gfhIHJ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDaVKqb5-aXjvNVTj4OXbCQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDaVKqb5-aXjvNVTj4OXbCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hU1-1jFVeyI&lc=UgxJRV6z2XicDr48zgN4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQ85cFbN7EcaK1kvMdjn3Nw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQ85cFbN7EcaK1kvMdjn3Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntARzqhUcQE&lc=UgyNnoU3hK68f_RSdtl4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCf11obrSGE3wDTrUJKY0WKQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCf11obrSGE3wDTrUJKY0WKQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntARzqhUcQE&lc=UgyJn_vzAJMvsPgEcFx4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQ85cFbN7EcaK1kvMdjn3Nw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4FEFk-DU66I&lc=UgzHdGVKYB7r4b-yrWp4AaABAg


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From facebook 

 
Dej. Mehari Andemesqel 
 
Petros Berhe WELL DONE ATO Emnetu Tesfay 

      
 
 
 

Noel Michael great job Emnetu     
 
 
David H.Iyassu Thanks a lot for sharing ! You did 
a great work and it is very interesting that bring 
up our heroes who did great work for our 
country & people if it wasnot for your 
Biography Collection then many of our Great 
Men / Women would have been forgotten . 
 
Berhan Andemicael Congratulations on all of 
yur valuable biographies. I hope you wil 
eventually complete the biography of Deghiat 
Mahary - a remarkable enlightened ruler. I will 
read the grandson's biography with interest as a 
contemporary fellow student. 
 
 
Kifleyohanes Yeibio Emnetu, from the beginning 
you are a unique person, that's why you always 
doing special things. 
Well done as usual. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/petros.berhe.3
https://www.facebook.com/emnetu.tesfay?hc_location=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/noel.michael.9
https://www.facebook.com/noel.michael.9
https://www.facebook.com/emnetu.tesfay?hc_location=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/david.h.iyassu
https://www.facebook.com/bandemicael
https://www.facebook.com/kifleyohanes.yeibio


 
 
Tedros Fessahaye Well done and thank you 
Emnetu 
 
Mulubrhan Tulahun Well done Emnetu we love 
you 
 
Saba Fessahaye Thx Emnetu for the hard work 
.We learn a lot. 
 
Habteab Mesghina Well done Emnetu Tesfay! 
 
 

 

 

 
18.02.20 

Dear Emnetu, 
 
Thank you I received the Biography of 
Ato Tseggai Iyassu, you have done 
wonderful job Congratulations!.  
When I read the testimony which I 
wrote, I discovered few lines which need 
correction and hopefully will send 
you before the end of this week. Emnetu 
Hawey, without exaggeration what you 
are doing is a unique contribution to the 
Eritrean people, and no doubt history 
will always remember you. 
With my best regards, 
Hawukha, 
Michael Haile (Shambel) 
 
 
ኣብ ኡትዩብ ዝወጸ ርእይቶ ብዛዕባ emnetu.com 
09.02.20 

 
ገለ ገለ ሰባት ንሰዋሱው ዝምልከቱ ጽሑፋት ፡ ቪድዮታት ፡ 
መርበብ ሓበሬታታት ኣበይ ክንረክብ ንኽእል ኢልኩም 
ትሓቱኒ ሰባት ኣለኹም ገለ ጠቐምቲ እዮም ዝብሎም 
ክተናኽፈልኩም እየ ሎሚመዓልቲ።  

 
ብመጀመርታ ኢንተርነት ምስ ከፈትና ኣብ ጉግል ኣቲኹም 
ሓንቲ ኣዝያ መሳጢት ዝኾነት መርበብ ሓበሬታ ኣላ ንሳ 
ድማ እምነቱ ተስፋይ መርበብ ሓበሬታ ትብል። ከመይ 
ጌርኩም ከም ትረኽብዋ ተኸታተሉኒ (ኣብ pc screen 
እንዳርኣየ) እዛ መርበብ ሓበሬታ እዚኣ ኣዝያ በርቂ ዝኾነት 
መርበብ ሓበሬታ እያ። ብዙሕ ሓበሬታ ኣለዋ። ታሪኽ ሂወት 

 
 
Dear Brother Emnetu Tesfay ! 
 

I am so greatful & happy to read the Political 
Biography of My Dearest Uncle , The Late , Harbegna 
, Tegadalai , Advocato Tseggai Iyassu. 
 

His Life was for Eritrea & Eritreans . 
 

May The Allmighty God Keep his Soul & Spirit in 
Peace. 
 

He is the Eritrean one of The Blessed ones . 
 
Thank You , Emnetu for Your Great Contribution of 
The Man he did a lot for Eritrea & Eritreans. 
 

Sincerly your Little brother & The Nephew of 
Advocato Tseggai Iyassu Mezenghii 
 

Dawit Habteyesus Iyassu Mezenghii  
 
 
Dear Emnetu 
I hope everything is ok with you. Thank you for my 
dad’s bio. I will call you later.  
 
Tiblez Tseggay Iyassu 
 

Emnetu. 
Thanks a lot for this. I used to visit Ato. 
Tesgay a lot, whenever I went to Flint. He 
liked me a lot because I woudl listen to him 
a lot and learned a lot from him. He saw a 
lot of things coming and had a broad 
anthroplogical concept of the region. 
Thanks a lot for this. 

https://www.facebook.com/tedros.fessahaye
https://www.facebook.com/mulubrhan.tulahun
https://www.facebook.com/habtebee
https://www.facebook.com/habteab.ghebrehiwot
https://www.facebook.com/emnetu.tesfay?hc_location=ufi


ናይ ብዙሓት ጀጋኑ ኤርትራ ኣሎ ካልእ ብዙሕ ነገራት 
ዝሓዘት ሃብታም መርበብ ሓበሬታ እያ።  

 
ሎሚ ዘገድሰና ግን ብዛዕባ ሰዋስው ቋንቋ ትግርኛ እንድዩ 
እተን መጽሓፍቲ ኣበይ ከም ትረኽብወን ከርእየኩም እየ። 
መጀመርታ publication ዝብል ምስ ጠወቕና ብዙሓት 
መጻሕፍት ተሰሪዐን ይቕልቀላ። እተን ንሎሚ ደልየየን 
ዘለኹ መጻሕፍቲ old publications in my posation ምስ 

ከፈትካ ንመረድኢ ነዚኣ ንኽፈታ / ሰዋስው ትግርኛ - 
ቀዳማይ መጽሓፍ - ናይ ቃላት ሰዋስው ክሳብ ስሩዕ ረባሕታ 
/ ትብል። እዚኣ ብማሕተም ትምህርቲ ፋንቸስካና ኣብ 

1951 ኣብ ኣስመራ ዝተሓትመት እያ። ተገዲስኩም 
ርኣይዋ። ካልእ ውን ብዙሕ ኣለዋ ሃንቲ ካብኣተን / ህንጻ ቛ 
ንቋ : ሓጺር መእተዊ ሰዋስው ትግርኛ / ትብል ብ ካርል 
ዮሃን ልንድስትሮም ፣ ስዊደናዊት ሚስዮን ኣስመራ 
ዝተጻሕፈት እያ። ዘገርም እዩ ሓደ ስዊድናዊ ነቲ ቋንቋ 
ፈሊጥዎስ ሰዋስው ናይ ቋንቃ ትግርኛ  ድማ ተገዲሱ 
ክጽሕፍ። 

 
ጎይቶኦም ተስፋይ ገብረስላሴ 

 

 
Ezana Habtegabr 

 

 

 

 

 
 
On 20 February 2020 at 03:44:17 +01:00, 
Gabe Tzeghai <gtzeghai@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
Dear Emnetu, 
 
Thank you so much for your extra ordinary 
effort to put this lively and educational bio 
together of Ato. Tsegay, a relentless fighter for 
justice everywhere and one of the founding 
fathers of our home land.  
 
By doing all this and about the others, you 
easily qualify as well as a founding father of 
who we are and hope to be in the future. 
Thank you on behalf of Ato. Tsegays’ family, 
my generation and my children, that is the next 
generation. I will thank you again more publicly 
when you publish your final version. 
 
As requested, I am attaching my part of the 
addition to you effort with typo and grammar 
correction that my children were only delight to 
let me know. The changes are marked in red in 
the attached for you information. Please use 
this attached version instead in your final 
version. 

 
 

Editorial 
 
Tesfayesus Mehari 
 
Hi Emnetu,  
 
Congratulations for a job well done. The Eritrea people are 
indebted to your contributions. The heroes of Eritrea salute 
you from their graves!! 
 
I began reading the biography of Ato Tsegay and I enjoyed 
your beautiful Preface/ Introduction. As I continue to read I 
am also making some notes. Thus, I am enclosing some 
observations/typo corrections for your consideration.  
Para 1. line 2: include teacher before lawyer. Some of these 
are repeated in para 4.   
para 2. line 1: life time change to lifetime 
para 2 line 3: Hailesellasie change to Haile 
Selassie  throughout   
para 2 line 6: prisons change to prisoners 
para 2 line 8: abandund change to abandoned 
para 3 line 2: Middleeast change to Middle East 

para 3: line 3 and 4: Correct names are: Mahatma 
Gandhi, Ahmed Ben Bella, Kwame Nkrumah  
para 4 line 3: regional unhealthy change to unhealthy 
provincial 
para 4 line 4: municipality hall change to Municipality Hall 



 
I will call you later to catch up on this and on 
the progress my Company is making on 
various medical fronts that me be of interest. 
 
Best, 
 
Gabe (Dr. Ghebre Tsegai)   ??? 

 
Hei dear brother. It is really amazing the 
biography of this famous lawyer you have 
written. I really appreciate your efforts. 
 
Ghirmaleoul 
Switzerland 
 
 
 
 
 
 

para 5 line 3: These were replete with manipulations ... 
para 5 line 5:  ... sussesive change to successive  
para 6 line 1: September 1974 change to February 1974 
para 6 line 4:  ... told in change to broadcast on 
para 7 line 2: ... act change to serve  
With warm regards, 
 
Tesfayesus Mehari 

 
 
Whatsapp message 

Isaac Ghebrat  
 
Thank you about the pictures and the biography of 
Harbegna Tseggay Eyassu. I read it with great interest 
and I admire your tireless effort and dedication to the 
lives of our heros. 
Isaac 
 
Yohannes Andemichael 
 
Thanks Emnetu. Nice pictures to treasure! 
I read the biography of Tseggay Eyassu. You did a 
great job on it. Both formats are great. Liked the 
letterings better on the 2nd. 
 
yohannes 
 

 

 

 

Re: Updated version of Tseggay 

Iyassu's Biography 
31 March 2020  15:48  12 KB 

From: 

Gabe Tzeghai 
To: 

websiteupdate@emnetu.com, Emnetu Tesfay 
Selam Ato Emnetu, 
 
 
Thank you for this and for all of your efforts to 
preserve part of our history as a people and as a 
Country for all generation to see and learn from. 
Well done. 
 
From your tremendous efforts to preserve our 
history and educate us about notable persons in our 
history, you have become one of our nation's true 
treasures.   
 
Thank you again and best wises for a healthy and 
continued productive life. 
 

 
Biography of Tseggay Iyassu 
 
Hello Emnetu, 
 
Yes I received your mail while in Asmara but the 
internet was erratic so I did’nt get to type more. 
So I had to wait til my return in march to read 
the text. I have downloaded and shemed 
through it. Very well done. Congratulations. 
 
Berhanykun Andemichael Dr. 
 
 
 
 



 
Gabe 
 
ps.  I tried twice to copy in all in the cc list, but 
google would not allow me to do so. Sorry. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


